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INTRODUCTION
Rabbits and hares, both popularly rererred to as rabbits, occupy a
very prominent position in the wildlire or Utah.

Over much of the state,

they rorm the most conspicuous faunal group, and between the lawest
portion of the state to above timberline on the highest mountains there
are very rew areas entirely devoid or their presence.

There is great

variation, however, in their abundance, both between localities and times.
In

same areas, rabbit populations often attain amazingly high numbers to

the delight of sportsmen and the dismay of farmgrs.
Because of diversity or climate, topograph/, and vegetative types
within the state, a great variety of animal

spe~ies

is anticipated.

Such is the case with rabbits, ror six species and ten sub-species of
native forms, as well as an introduced one, are known to occur within the
boundaries of the state.
Despite the abundance, widespread distribu,ion, and comparative ease
of observation, :knowledge concerning rabbits is still relatively meager.
To add to this sum of knowledge, the present study was undertaken.

It

was made possible by the grant of a fell01'TShip 'o the writer in the Utah
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit.

Under the fellowship studies were

begun in October 1940 and continued until December 1941, at which time
the project was suspended, because of the writer's entrance into military
service.
same year.

It was resumed in January 1946, and continued until May of the
Field work consisted of a series of field trips, by which

it was endeavored to reach all portions of the !tate.

As many specimens

as possible were collected, and field notes pertaining to distribution,
lire history, food habits, behavior, numbers ant econ"";ic importance of
the various species were kept.

Specimens were veighedJ measured;

1
- 2 examined for parasites; their stomachs preserved for later analysis;
their reproductive organs examined for evidence of breeding; and skins
examined for progress of molting.

Study skins were prepared of repre-

sentative specimens.
Little has been written concerning the rabbits of Utah.

In reports

of early explorations, they received only passing mention or were entirely
neglected.

one of the earliest writers on the subject, Palmer (1897)

gives considerable infonnation concerning abundance , hunting and economic
importance of jack rabbits in Utah and other western states bet.reen 1849
and 1897.

!lelson's Rabbits of

north~

(1909) is a comprehensive

treatise chiefly of classification and distribution.

Barnes (1927)

briefly describes each variety known to occur in Utah and includes notes
on distribution and habits.

The most thorough account available of all

the rabbits of a large area is orr•s

~of

California (1940),whioh

gives in great detail descriptions, relationships, distribution and life
histories of California rabbits.

East of the Rookies , rabbits assume

more importance as game animals than in the west.

Consequently, more

literature concerning the eastern forms is available,

Aldous (1937)

Grange (1932) and Severaid (1945) have contributed much information on
the life history of the eastern varying bares, while cyclic phenomena of
this species have been intensively investigated by Green and Evans (1940)
Chitty and Elton (1937, 1938, 1940), Soper (1921) and others.
Cottontails have been intensively studied in the eastern states,
Same of the chief contributors to literature dealing with these rabbits
are:

Allen (1938), Dalke (1937), Gerstell (1935), Hamilton (1940), Haugen

(1943), Hendrickson (1937), Schwartz (1 942) , Spinner (1940), and Trippensee
(1936).

In California, Ingles (1941) has written a thorough report on

Audubon cottontails ,

- 3 Vorhies and Taylor (1933) in southern Arizona have reported in
detail concerning the life history and ecology of jack rabbits in relation
to grazing.

CLASSIFICATION
Rabbits and hares, of course, are mammals.

The order to which they

are a ssigned has been designated Lagomorpha, meaning hare-like.

This

group includes hares and rabbits comprising the family Leporidae, and
pikas forming the family Ochotonidae.

The Lagomorpha resemble the rodents

in possessing incisors fitting for gnawing.

They are unlike them however

in possessing a pair of rudimentary incisors immediately behind the
functional pair.
Members of the family Ochotonidae are very small, have no external
tail, have pads on the bottom of the feet, have broadly rounded ears;
and do not have elongated hind legs.

llembers of the Leporidae are, in

contrast, of larger size, have visible tail, bottoms of f eet fully furred,
ears long and narrow, and hind legs longer and stronger than front ones.
The f&<dly Leporidae is subdivided as follows:
Genus 1- Lepus- hares- born fully furred and eyes open.
Subgenus 1- Lepus- hares with two annual molts
Species found in utah
1- Lepus townsendii townsendii Bachman, white-tailed jack
rabbit
2- Lepus bairdii bairdii Hayden, Rooky Mountain snowshoe rabbit
Subgenus 2- Macrotolagus-hares with one annual molt
Species and subspecies found in Utah
3- Lepus californicus deserticola Mearns, Colorado Desert jack
rabbit
4- Lepus californicus texianus Waterhouse, Texas jack rabbit

Genus 2- Sylvilagus- rabbits- born blind and nearly naked
Subgenus 1- Sylvilagus- cottontails

- 5 Species and subspecies found in Utah
5- Sylvilagus nuttallii grangeri (Allen), Black Hills cottontail
6- S.

~·

pinetis (Allen), Rooky Mountain cottontai l

7-

s.

audubonii arizonae (Allen), Arizona cottontail

8-

s.

a.

9-

s.

a. baileyi (Merriam ),

~Nelson,

Colorado cottontail
Wycnning

cottontail

Subgenus 2- Tapeti- swamp rabbits- not found in Utah
Subgenus 3- Brachylagus-monotypic- pygmy rabbits
Species in Utah
10- Sylvilagus idahoensis (Merriam), Idaho pygmy rabbit
Positive identification of the forms of rabbits occurring in the state
is not always easy.

The cottontails especially, while easily distinguish-

able as a group, are, in a large area such as Utah which has received no

careful taxonomic study, difficult to plaoe in known sub-specific groups.
It is my opinion based on the collection and examination of a feVT speciments from most areas of the state, that the ranges and relationships of
Utah cottontails are but imperfectly known and could well be subjected to
careful study.

The same applies perhaps to a lesser degree to other rabbits

of the state as well.
In the present survey, characteristics of form and skull, as set
forth by Nelson (1909) and Orr (1940) which seemed best to fit specimens
on hand, vrere used in identification.

ORIGIN
The most ancient rabbit known from North America was found in the
rock formation known as the Duchesne River stage of the early Oligocene
Epoch.

This early ancestor of modern rabbits was quite unlike any exist-

ing today.

Its generic name, ucytonolagus, is derived from the site of its

discovery, near ttrton in the Uintah Basin.

In this area at present, white-

tailed jack rabbits and cottontails occur more abundantly than in any other
portion of the state.

Apparently it has been for a great period of time

a region favorable for rabbits.
Rabbits are common in the Upper Uiocene formations, but are of different genera from any currently existing forms,

In the Pliocene epoch

species similar to those of today made their appearance,

DESCRIPTION
White-tailed Jack Rabbit
Western White-tailed Jack Rabbit, Lepus tOl'lllllendii townsendii Bachman
Lepus townsendii Bachman 1839
Lepus campestris 1!errill!11 1891
Lepus campestris townsendii Nelson 1909
This hare is known by the camnon name:
white rabbit, and snowshoe rabbit.

mountain hare, white hare,

The latter is a misnomer, confusing it

with the true snowshoe rabbit, Lepus

~·

The species is the largest of the Leporidae found in Utah.

The

weights of Utah specimens vary between five and ten pounds, with the females
averaging somewhat larger than the males.

other distinguishi!lb characters

are the long ears, large hind legs end feet, comparatively long all-white
tail; and seasonal change of color.

In summer the pelage is grayish

above and white beneath which changes to practically pure white in the
winter.
The measurements of adult specimens collected in the northern half of
Utah are tabulated below.

Weights are given in grams; total length,

lengths of tail, hind foot and ear from notch, in millimeters,
Table 1.

Measurements of white-tailed jack rabbits fran northern Utah.
Weight (grams)
Uee.n
Extremes

Total Leng~!mn)

Sex

No.

Males

24

2874

2472-3409

16

603

578-625

Females

31

3302

2783-4456

25

623

580-662

No.

Sex
!.!ales

25

89 .5

75-105

25

154,8

146-165

26

116

106-124

Females

38

94.6

80-120

38

157.3

150-167

38

115

106-122
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Figure 1.

Pair of whi te-te.iled je.ck re.bbi ts from the Uinte.h Be.sin,
Feb. 8, 1946. Note le.rger feme.le on the right.

Figure 2.

l'lhite-tailed je.ok re.bbit in worn s=er pelage, Strawberry
Ve.l1ey, July, 1941.

- 9 -

Fran the data in Table 1 it will be noticed that females average
somewhat larger than males in all measurements except length of ear,
Occasionally stories are heard of a "mountain hare" as "large as a dog",
Such oases must be exceedingly rare, however, for the largest of the 55
specimens weighed by the writer was 4456 grruns or 9,8 pounds,
a female collected near Heber, Wasatch County.

This was

That hares of this species

may at times attain relatively enormous size is affirmed by Warren (1942)
who reports a prairie hare, Lepus townsendii crunpanius of the Great plains
region, weighing 40 pounds,
Summer Pelage:

Upperparts light grayish with a suffusion of brown

and black; front of fore-legs and tops of fore feet buffy gray; top of
head brownish gray, front half of outside of ears dusky gray, posterior
half white with a black tip; inside of ear dusky on posterior portion;
ear bordered posteriorly with white and anteriorly with buff; orbital
area and sides of nose buffy; breast dull drab; nape dingy gray, sometimes
brownish; underparts, tops of hind feet, and all of tail ?fhi te,
pelage:

Wlnter

appears pure white at a distance; ears and head brownish; often

brownish on back; under fur of upper parts salmon colored,

Young:

upper

parts grizzled gray; tops of feet, abdomen, inner surface of legs, and
under surface of tail white,
The skull is large, about 90 mm, in total length; arched dorsally;
supraorbital plates large; distinct antorbital process; nasals short and
wide, width more than half length; second premolar wider than first
incisor; auditory bullae small.
Two complete annual molts are effected; a change from gray to white
pelage in the fall, and from white to gray in the spring,

The fall molt

- 10 probably begins in the latter part of October,

A specimen collected at

Logan on November 2, 1941, had new winter hair growing in copiously
under the old summer pelage on the nose, base of ears, breast, throat,
shoulders; back, sides and a spot on each side of the rump,

Specimens

collected in the early part of December were in full winter coat.

On March 3, 1946, 2 specimens collected near Cache Junction while
still in winter coat, had summer pelage just coming in under it.

Rabbits

seen in late March were brown on head and back, with sides rump and legs
still white.

By

full sunmter coat.
winter.

April 23, 1940 and 1941, all seen appeared to be in
Some individuals do not turn completely white in the

Sane, especially in the Uintah Basin, were seen with considerable

brown on the head, ears , end back.

These individuals no doubt undergo a

complete fall molt, but some of the new fur grows in brown instead of
white.
Rooky Mountain Snowshoe Rabbit, Lepus bairdii bairdii Hayden
Lepus bairdii Hayden, 1869
The snowshoe rabbit is a small hare with very long hind legs, enormous
hind feet, end rather short ears.
and varying hare ,

other conmon names are snowshoe hare

Four Utah specimens averaged 1145 grams in weight

(9 88-1285), the females being somewhat heavier than the males.
meaeurements for six specimens are:

total len:;th, 434

llll11.

Average

(410-451);

tail vertebrae, 31 mm. (28-34); hind foot 138 (131-148); and length of
ear from notch 76 mm. (70-82).

For two males these measurements are:

417, 30, 134, and 72 mm., respectively.
442, 31, 141, and 79 mm.

For four females they are

These measurements are considerably less than

those for Lepus amerioanus, the eastern and northern varying hare, famed
for its great periodic population fluctuations .

- 11Utah snowshoes also are somewhat smaller than the same subspecies
in north central Idaho.

Insufficient specimens have been collected from

Utah to determine whether or not size differences exist in different
portions of the state.
Color, summer pelage:

upper parts grizzled brawn to rufous brown,

washed with blackish on back !llld rump; top of head and cheeks cinnamon;
outside of ears brownish at base, blackish toward tip; inside of ears dark
with white edging; fore-legs cinnamon; nape dusky brawn; breast like sides;
under parts white; hind feet white.

In winter pelage, the rabbit is pure

white, with black rimmed eyes and Grayish on the ears.

The young are less

brawn and more gray than the adults.
The color changes of the snowshoe rabbit result fran two complete
annual molts.

The fall molt is accomplished by winter fur growing in under

the surmner pelage and then gradual shedding of the summer fur until the
full white coat is revealed.

The spring molt begins with the shedding of

the long white guard hairs end breaking of the tips of the underfur.
Shedding is gradually continued until the complete summer pelage, which
has grovm up under the winter fur is revealed.

Grange (1932) made a

detailed study of the pelages and molts of Lepus emericanus phaenotus in
J.'ichigan and Wisconsin.

He found them beginning to assume winter pelage

in late September but not completing the change until December 15 to early
January.

The spring molt was found to occupy the period from mid-l!aroh to

June 21.
A specimen collected at Fish Lake in Sevier County, Utah on September 25,
was well advanced with the fall molt, while one collected November 8, 1941
near Logan was in full winter coat.

One near Fairviev;, San Pete County,

on June 17 was losing its last remnants of winter fur.
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Figure 3.

Snowshoe rabbit from the JJanti flatl. Forest, June 17, 1941.

Figure 4.

Bl ack-tailed jack rabbits: female, left; and male, right.
Fran the vicinity of Snowville, March, 1946 .

- I 13 Black-tailed Jack Rabbits
Colorado Desert Jack Rabbit, Lepus californious deserticola Mearns
Lepus texianus deserticola Mearns, 1896
Lepus californicus desertioola !!elson, 1909
This is a hare of medium size, averaging about 2200 grams or 4.8
pounds in weight and about 560 rnm. or 22 inches in length.
are smaller and the ears larger than those of white-tailed

The hind feet

. . . The

jac~s.

same gray pelage is worn throughout the year, there being bu1:.•c>ne 'anituAl'
molt.

No color chBllge except th at due to abrasion and bleaching

place.

:td:~s .
.....

·· ••

The tail is comparr tively long, black on the upper side, and gray

beneath.
The average me asurements of 32 males from Box Elder and Cache Counties
are:

weight 2075 grams (1734-2500), length 554 nnn. (505-595), length of

tail vertebrae 87 mm, (75-110), length of hind foot 128 mm (121-136),
length of ear from notch 123 mm, (113-134).
Twenty-five females from Box Elder and Cache Counties averaged as
follows:

weight 2386 (1962-2883), length 574 (535-615), length of tail

vertebrae 91 (79-106), hind foot 130 (118-136), length of ear from notch
125 (118-134).
Eleven males from Iron County averaged:

weight 2224 grams (1953-2477),

length 558 (539-580), tail vertebrae 88 (75-102 ), hind foot 126 (123-130),
ear from notch 127 (120-130).
Fourteen females from the same area in Iron County averag"ed:

weight

2370 (1991-2733), length 566 (538-600), tail vertebrae 90 (82-97), hind
foot 129 (121-135), ear from

notch 126 (120-132).

From these date there appears to be little significant size difference
between specimens from northern and southern utah.
little larger than males •

Fem'-lles avereged a

11 Z J r:, ~

- 14 Pelage, Light phase:

Upperparts ash gray, darkened by the black

tips of guard hairs; sides of head and body paler than backJ eye ringed
with white or buffy; inside of ears gray edged with buff or white; outside
of ears gray on front half, whitish on rear half with blackish patch at
tip; nape pale cinn8lllon to grayish; top of tail and line down rump black;
underside of neck buffy or fawn; no rump patch; under parts white; tops of
hind feet whitish.
Dark phase:

A strong brownish suffusion over all except narrow

ventral white patch.
In the worn pelage of summer, the upper parts are considerably lighter
e.nd the fur shorter .
The young, even at birth, are minatures of the adult .

The pelage

however is more woolly.
The molt was observed beginning in mid-August in west-central Utah.
Specimens taken in September and October were molting heavi ly, and one
taken November 3 near Logan was still molting.

The new hair apparently

grc•rn in a more or loss regular pattern, beginning on the throat, top of
head, nape, and shoulders.
and upper sides .

Next it comes in on the back, outside of legs

The sides of the head , breast, lcwrer sides, backs of

hind legs and runp receive new hair next , breast, lower sides, while

~he

fur of the abdomen comes in last.
The one annual molt of the black tail appears to take about twice as
long for comp leti on as the semi-annual molt of hares of the sub-genus
Lepus.
Texas Jack Rabbit , Lepus californicus texie.nus Waterhouse
Lepus texianus Waterhouse , 1848

- 15 Lepus te:rianus griseus Mearns, 1896
Lepus texianus mioropus Allen, 1903
Lepus cali.fornicus texianus Nelson, 1909
This subspecies, found in southeastern Utah, is said by Ne lson to
differ from

~· ~·

deserticola chiefly in having a well-marked, pale gray

rump patch; slightly darker color; less buff on sides, resulting in
whiter underparts; and darker legs and ears,
No data was gathered concerning this race, as the writer was not able
to visit its range .
Nuttall Cottontails
Cottontails are of small size as compared to the hares,

They are

easily distinguished by their shorter hind legs, small feet, short ears,
rufous colored nape and legs, and short tail which is gray above and white
below.

The upperparts are grqish mixed more or less

darkened by a wash of black.

m th

buffy and

There is but one annual molt,

The nuttallii group is characterized by short, well-furred ears;
large, heavi ly-furred hind feet; and the following skull characteristics :
supra-orbital processes small and slender, abruptly pointed anteriorly;
palatine bridge lacking a postero- median spine; e.nd bullae of medium size.
Black Hills Cottontail, Sylvile.gus nuttallii grangeri
Lepus sylvaticus grangeri
~

perplicatus

Allan

Allen, 1885

Elliot, 1903

Sylvilagus nuttallii grangeri

Nelson, 1909

Measurements of 12 males collected from Cache and Box Elder Counties
are RVeraged as follows:

weight 765 grrons (712-875), length 366 mm, (346-

373), tail vertebrae 46 (40-58), hind foot 95 (92-98), ee.r from notch 62
(58-65).

- 16 -

Fourteen females from the same areas averaged; weight (7 averaged)
860 gr ams (739-996), length 377 (361-400), tail vertebr ae 45 (41-50), ear
from n otch 64 (56-67).

Females are thus s een to be the larger.

Pelage:

Top of head f awn color; back buffy, tinged with fawn and darkened by a
wash of black.

Sides of head paler and grayer; rump iron grays, forming

patch lighter than rest; nape rufoUSJ ears grayish edged with bl ack; top
of t ai l dusky brown above, white below; tops of hind feet white; front of

forele gs cinnamon; thro at ochraceous buff; chest and abdomen white.
Jcolts:

Specimens collected in mid-August were well advanced in the

molt, new hai r coming in thickly on the back, sides and tep of he ad.

On

oct ob er 10, are as of new hair growth had moved to the belly shoulders,
rump, breast, under surface of neck, throat, chin, nape, and sides of
he ad.

By

mid-November, molting was nearly complete.

Skins examined at

this time were prime, except a fevr with small molting areas on belly, rump,
shoulders, breast, and throat.

By early December, all skins were prime.

Four months, August to November are occupied by the molt,
Rocky Mountain Cottontail, 8ylvilagus nuttallii pinetis Warren
Lepus sylvaticus pinetis

Allen, 1894

8ylvilagus nuttallii pinetis

Warren, 1910

This is the largest race of the nuttallii group.
(1909), it is distinguished

from~· ~·

According to Nelson

grangeri by the following characters:

rump patch not as strongly defined as in grangeri; color darker; rufous of
legs paler and duller; ears longer; no data were collected on this race
which is said to occur in the higher mountains of southeastern Utah.
Audubon Cottontails
The audubonii group of cottontails possesses in contrast to the
nuttallii gr oup, longer ears which are more sparsely haired; slender hind

- 17 -

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Comparison of wyoming cottontail (above) and Black Hills
cottontail (below). Both from vicinity of Altonah, Feb.
1946. _Jote le.rger size, longer ears, longer tail and
lighter color of wyoming cottontail.

cottontail, Duchesne, Aug. 1941.
llaired ears.

~oming

Note long, sparsely-

- 18 feet, not heavily-furred; supra-orbital processes broad, blunt or irregular
at the anterior tip; palatine bridge with & postero~edian spine; and
bullae medium to large.
Arizona. cottontail, Sylvila.gus audubonii arizonae
Lepus sylvaticus arizonae
Lepus arizonae major
Lepus laticinctus

Allen

Allen, 1877

Kearns, 1896

Elliott, 1903

Lepus la.ticinctus rufipes, 1903
Sylvilagus audubonii arizonae
Distinguishing characters:

nelson, 1909

size small, about 360 mm.; ears long and

very sparsely haired; bullae large, over 13 mm.; skull small and light.
Average measurements of six males from Washington County are:

weight

651 grams (609-708), length 355 mm (342-375), tail vertebrae 37 (31-50),
e ar from notch 74 (71-76).
Three females from the same area average:

weight 688 grams (653-723),

length 363 mro. (362-364), tail vertebrae 46 (41-52), hind foot 83 (80-85),
ear from notch 75 (72-78).

The females average slightly larger than the

males .
Fresh pelage:

Upperparts pale buffy gray,

~lith

wash of black; sides

of head and body pale gray; iron gray rump patch; nape light rufous; top
of tail similar to rump, under side white; outside of ears paler than back
and edged with black at tip; front of forelegs cinnamon; tops of hind feet
white; underside of neck drab to buff; belly white.
Worn pelage :
Juvenile:
!!ol ts:

paler, due to wearing away of black tips of guard hairs.

pale brownish gray; nape and legs pale.

Specimens from near Veyo, Washington County in mid-September

were molting heavily.

- 19 Colorado cottontail, Sylvilagus audubonii warreni
Sylvilagus audubonii warreni

Nelson, 1907

Sylvilagus audubonii we.rreni

~iller,

Distinguishing characters:
upperparts darker, more brownish;

Nelson

1924

Similar to S. a. baileyi; size smaller;
gr~

rump patch more marked; nape and

legs darker rufous; skulls not distinguishable fran baileyi.
•easurements:

The weights of two adult males are:

900 end 979 grams,

lengths 370 and 377, tail vertebrae 43 and 48, hind feet of both 93, ear
fron notch 77 and 78.

One famale taken weighed 993 grams and measured

394, 48, 89, and 70 res pectively in length, length of tail, hind foot,
and ear from notch.
Fresh pelage:

Upperparts dark creamy buff, heavily washed with black

on the b ack; sides of head and body grayer; shading into buffy on flanks;
outside of ears like back; nape light rufous; rump iron gray forming welldefined patch; top of tail

like rump; front and sides of fore-legs

rufous; tops of fore and hind feet white or buffy; back and outside of
hi nd legs cinnamon; inguinal area buffy; underside of neck dark buff.
Molts:

specimens collected in

Eme~J

County October 1, 1941 were

molting heavily on the back, rump, shoulders, outside of legs, sides of
neck, and top of head.

Time and duration of molt of these cottontails

probably coincides approximately vrith that of the Black Bills cottontail
discussed previously.
'1\Yoming cottontail, Sylvilagus audubonii baileyi
Lepus baileyi

Merrirun, 1897

Sylvile.gus audubonii baileyi

}!elson, 1909

Sylvilagus audubonii baileyi

L"iller, 1924

Merriam

- 20 Distinguishing characters:
from

~·

.!•

~

Largest cottontail found in Utah; differs

in being lighter colored, and in having a poor ly

defined rump patch; rufous of the legs and nape paler.

Both these races

have a large skull with heavy molar series, heavy rostrum, large bullae,
and broad zygomatic arch.

Three males taken from Duchesne and Uintah Counties averaged in
weight 972 grrons (900-1010).

Other measurements were:

length 398 mm.

(394-405), tail vertebrae 49 (40-60), hind foot 96 (94-97), ear from
notch 75 (70-77).

Nine females taken from the same areas averaged:

weight 1061 grams (914-1143), length 399 mm (387-420), tail vertebrae 49
(32-56), hind foot 96 (91-99), ear from notch 73 (71-76) 0

Here, too, the

females average a little larger than the males.
Fresh pelage;

Long and thick; upperparts palo, creamy buff with

light waeh of black; sides of head and body paler than back; rump iron
gray, not forming patch; top of tail like rump, under side white; outside
of earn grayish white; nape light rufous; forelegs ochraceous buff; back
and sides of hind legs dark buff; underside of neck buff.
Juvenile:

darker and more buffy brown.

Worn pelage:
1!olting:

paler and grayer.

specimens collected in the Uintah Basin on August 1, 1941

had begun molting.

Ne'l7 hair was coming in on the back, sides, rump, neck,

and head.
Great Basin cottontails
Audubon cottontails found in the Great Basin desert areas of vtestern
Utah are difficult to place in any recognized race.

They possess moro

similarity to the Colorado cottontail than any other form and after
detailed taxonomic study will probably be placed either in the subspecies

- 21 ~· ~·

warreni or in a new race.

In size they are about the srone as the

Colorado cottontail.
lleasurements :
averaged :

Three males from western Iron and Millard Counties

weight 926 grmns (869-990), length 396 mm. (390-400), tail

51 (46-55), hind foot 89 (87-91), ear fram notch 79 (75-81).
females fram western Millard County measured:

Three

Weight 983 grams (888-

1032), length 388 mm. (380-393), tail 52 (51-55), hind foot 88 (85-90),
ear fram notch 77 (74-82).
Pelage and skull characteristics are also similar to those of the
Colorado cottontail.
olts:

Specimens taken in September in !illard and Iron Counties

were molting heavily.
Pygmy Rabbits

Idaho Pygmy Rabbit, Sylvilagus idahoensis (Merriam)
~

idahoensis

A:erriem, 1891

Brachylagus idahoensis
8ylvilagus idahoensis

LYon, 1904
Grinnell et. al., 1930

These are the smallest of American rabbits, measuring only between
10 and 12 inches in length.

The ears, legs and feet are very short; the

tail very inconspicuous and all brawn.

The color of the upperparts is

an even grayish brown, the underparts white; the nape and portions of
legs rufous.
Six males from Iron County averaged:

Length 274 mm. (263-282), tail

vertebrae 17 (13-23), hind foot 67 (65-70), ear from notch 52 (51-54).
Fourteen fenales from the same area measured:

Length 286 nnn. (269-

308), tail vertebrae 18 (15-22), hind foot (64-73), ear from notch 51 (46-55).

- 22 -

Figure 7.

The smallest and the largest of Utah rabbits: Pyi!JlTY rabbit,
left; white-tailed jack rabbit, right. Blue SprinG Hills,
Box Elder Co. , June, 1940.

Figure B.

Pyi!JlTY rabbit at mouth of burrow, near Cedar City, December,

19:SB.

- 23 Six males from Box Elder County averaged 405 (373-428) grams in
weight, while the measurements for eight are:

length 278 mm. (261-283),

tail vertebrae 17 (15-19), hind foot 70 (66-75), ear from notch 51 (48-56).
The average weight of 4 females from Box Elder and Cache Counties is
436 grems (415-456).

Measurements of 8 females from the s~e area are:

length 291 mm. (273-305), tail vertebrae 17 (15-19), hind foot 70 (67-74),
ear from notch 50 (48-51),
Froo these data it appears that females averaged larger than males;
and there seems to be a tendency toward larger size in the northern part
of the state.

Davis (1939} describes the color of Idaho specimens at different
seasons of the year as follows:
November: upperparts buffy gray; nape rich cinnamon buff; ears
edged with buff, inside of concha clothed with white hairs; anterior
surfaces of legs cinnruoon buff; thro at patch usually buff; abdanen
clear white, often tinged with buff; tail rusty above and below.
By midvlinter (February) the fur h as become so worn that upper
parts are nearly silver gray, with a slight indi cation of sooty
brown deeper color visible. By J!ay, the upper parts are much
darker, nearly sooty bro'l'l!l, vlith a mixture of white-tipped hairs;
inside of ears gray r ather than white; underparts plumbeus white.
June specimens like those of 'ey, but with n ew, grayish buffy heirs
coming in thickly along the sides; old hair beginning to drop out
on sides and flanks.
Jcolting:

A specimen taken August 21, 1941 was in a state of advanced

molt, new hair growing in thickly over most of the body.
collected September 10, vrere still molting heavily.

Specimens

DISTRIBUTION
White-tailed Jack Rabbits
Specimens were collected in the Blue Spring Hills and at Promontory
in eastern Box Elder County; at Clarkston, Cache Junction and Logan in
Cache County; near Heber and Strawberry Reservoir in Wasatch County;
Diamond J'ountain wd

V~rnal

in Uintah County; Altonah and Whiterocks in

Duchesne County; end Fish Lake in Sevier County.

Rabbits of this species

were seen near Kaletovm and Randolph in ·Rich County; near Draper, Salt
Lake County; near Price, Carbon County; at Fruita, Wayne County; the
Aquarius Plateau and Panguitch Lake, Garfield County.

Signs of their

presence were noted in the Raft River !Jountains , Box Elder County, and on
Escalante 'ountain, Garfield County.
Kanab , Kane Coun'bJe

Nelson {1909) reports them from

Their range, then, apparently extends completely

across the northern part of the state in the Wasatch Mountains and west
of Great Salt Lake in the Vlest.

It extends south through the mountains

of central utah to the southern extremity of the state {Figure 9).
Snowshoe Rabbits
Snowshoe rabbits are apparently i'ound only in the Uintah and Wasatch
Ranges , extending east nearly to Colorado and south to at least Boulder
llountain, Garfield County .

Specimens were collected in Logan Canyon; in

the Uintahs of Daggett end Uintah counties; east of Fairvievr, San Pete
County; and at Fish Lake, Sevier County.

These rabbits were seen in

Weber Canyon; and on the mountain east of Salt Lake City,

Signs of their

presence were noted in Farmington Canyon; in the vicinity of Mirror Lake;
in the mountains surrounding Strawberry Reservoir; and on Boulder
Mountain, Garfield Coun'bJ.

Barnes {1927) received a report from a
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Figure 9.
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- 27 reliable source o£ their presence in the mountains near 'aryvale, Piute
County.
Black-tailed Jack Rabbits
This sp ecies occurs throughout western Utah £rom I aho to Arizona
and £rom 1!evada eas·t to the Wasatch Renc;e in the northern part of the
state.

South of Nephi, it is found throuc;h the intermountain valleys

east to the Colorado state line, south of the Book Clif£s.

These cliffs

form the southern escarpment of the Tavapute plateaus, attaining elevations of about 10,000 i'eet, which probably are barriers preventing the
spread of blacktails northward into the Uintah Basin.

The Colorado River

is said to £orm the dividing line between the range of Lepus calUornicus
deserticola to the west and that of Lepus californicus texianus to the
east.

Specimens were collected at Clarkston and Logan, Cache County;

Promontory, Blue Spring Hills , Howell, Snowville, Lynn, Grouse Creek and
Lucin, Box Elder County; Frenont Island in Great Salt Lake; Otter Creek
Res ervoir, Piute County; Sevier Lake and Clear Lake, Hillard County;
Little Salt Lake, SU1'1lllitt , Cedar City, Lund, Iron County; and about 30
miles southeast of Escalante, Garfield County.

They were seen near Gold

Hill and Vernon, Tooele County; Eureka, Utah County; Trout Creek and Levan;
Juab County; Gunnison, San Pete County; Fillmore, Kanosh and the Desert
Range Experiment Station, !!illard County; llilford and Beaver, Beaver
County;

~odena,

and newcastle , Iron County; Enterprise, Beaver Dam Wash

and Leeds , Washington County; Hatch and Widstoe, Garfield County; Loa,
Bicknell, and Hanl:sville , Wayne Coun'bJo
at Kanab .

Long (1940) reports them abundant
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Jo' igure 11.

distri ution of black- ailed
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- 29 Nuttall Cottontails
The Black Hi lls Cottontail is found most abundantly in utah in the
hills of the northern end of the state from which it extends vrest into
Nevada and north into Idaho.

It apparently extends south along the lower

slopes of the mountains to the southern end of the state; and east along
the lOI'ter slopes of the Uintahs into Colorado !llld Wyoming.
collected at

~.

Specimens were

near Standrod, in the Blue Spring Hills, west of

Snowvi ll e , all in Box Elder County; near Logan, Cache County; and near
A1 tonah, Duchesne County.

They were seen on Promontory Point, Little

l!ountain, Weber County, near Laketown, and near Heber.
Panguitch Lake was probab ly this species.
from the Henry

One seen near

Nels on (1909) reports them

ountains, Helper , Ogden, Nephi, Panguitch and Upper Kanab .

The Rooky !Jountain cottontai l,

E: !:•

pinetis is probably found in

the higher mountains of the northeastern part of the state,

Benson (1935)

reports a c ottontail thought to be pinetis high on Navajo L!ountain.
Audubon Cottontails
The Arizona cottontail, Sylvilagus audubonii arizonae, is restricted
in Utah to the southwestern corner of the state , chi ef ly Washington
County, and is mos t abundant at elevations below 5000 feet.
Pine Valley

~ountains

north of the

it possibly intergrades into the l arger form of

S. auduboni found in the deserts to the north.
at Veyo, Leeds, and the Beaver

D~

Wash.

Specimens were collected

Presnall reports it from Zi on

and Bryce Canyons,
The Colorado cottontail

E:

.!•

~

appears to occupy most of the

desert plateau area of eastern Utah, south of the Book Cliffs, vffiich
apparently separate the range of
found in Uintah Bas in.

E.· .!•

warreni from that of

E.· .!•

baileyi

Specimens were coll ected at Hanksville, 30 miles
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Figure 12.
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southwest of Green River , and 20 miles southeast of Price,
reports them from Ca:nesville and the Henry l'ountains.

Nelson (1909)

Cary (1911) reports

them abundant near Bluff City, San Jua.n County.
The Wyoming Cottontail is found in the Uintah Basin.
divided from that

of~ ·

!.•

~by

Its range is

the Tave.puts Plateaus.

Specimens

were collected near Duchesnez near Vern,]., in th9 Dinosaur 1:e.tional
llonument near Jensen, e.t the state boundry southeast of Jensen, Uintah
County; and near Altonah and lryton, Duchesne County,
Cottontails found in the Great Basin desert areas of central and
southern Utah present e. taxonomic problem,

In western lli.llard and Iron

Counties cottontails of large size were collected, unquestionably belonging to the Audubonii group.

Approaching the Pine Valley

~ountains

to the

south and the Pavant Mountains to the east, they appear to decrease in
size,

They appear not to fit any recognized race, so for convenience

they will be called Great Basin Cottontails in this paper.

Pygmy Rabbits
The range of the PYfl'IY rabbit appears to extend through Utah west of
the Wasatch 1!ountains fran the Idaho boundary to the northern boundary of
Washington County, chi efly between elevations of 4000 and 6000 feet .
Specimens have been collected near Clarkston, Cache County; in the Blue
Spring Hills, and e.t Grouse Creek, Box Elder County; and near :'odene.,
Lund, Kanarraville, and Cedar City, in Iron County.

They, or unmistakable

signs of their presence, were seen near Snowville , Lund, Lucin , Promontory,
a:ad Parovran.

A reliable report of their presence just west of Utah Lake

a.nd a somewhat questionable one of their occurrence just west of Trout

Creek were received.
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li!one

- :Boreal Zone
Alpine Zone

HABITAT
White-tailed Jack Rabbit
In northern Box Elder and Cache coU!lties during the winter whitetails were found abundantly in hilly areas vegetated spe.rin.,;ly with sage
brush, Artemisia tridentate.; bitter brush, Purshia tridentate.; and giant
wild rye , El;ymua condensatus,

In the summer they are more partial to the

north slopes supporting patches of choke-cherry, Prunus melanocarpa;
snowberry, Symphorioarpos rotundifolia; and mountain myrtle, Pachystima
myrsinites.

Patches of heavy sage seem to be avoided, and a more open

type preferred .

They are often caonon around the edges of wheat fields

situated at the foot of hills, where they find cover in sage brush border-

in.,; the fields.
East of Logan they were jumped in areas between 7000 and 8000 feet
altitude in a dense cover of snowbrush, Ceanothus velutinus with surrounding patches of aspen, Populus tremuloides; and alpine fir, Abies lasiocarpa.
In Wasatch County they were found inhabiting extensive areas of
Sa&ebrush at elevations ranging from 5500 to 8000 feet, while signa were
seen at elevations of 10,000 feet on peaks supporting sparse vegetation.
In the Uintah Basin these rabbits were most abunde.nt on sagebrush
plateaus and slopes at about 7000 feet, but were also common on lower
slopes supporting pinyons , junipers and serviceberry.

They were also

commonly found on the Basin floor at elevations around 5000 feet in a
semi-desert

t.~e

of greasewood, Sarcobatus vermiculatus; shadscale,

Atriplex confertifolia; and other salt bushes.

In this region they appeared

to occupy the position filled by the Lepus californicus group found on the
deserts and foothills of southeastern and western Utah,

- 36 -

Figure 16.

Fi&ure 17.

Juniper and s&&ebrush habitat of white-tailed jack rabbit
near Altonah, Duchesne County, Feb. B, 1945 .

Habitat of black-tailed jack rabbit and pygmy rabbit near
Cedar City, Dec. 1938,
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In the souther n part of the state white-tailed jacks are found
rarely, and then chiefly at elevations of 8000 to 11,000 feet .

At Fish

Lake they were common in high s•t;e brush flats , Vlhile south of there they
were met only occasionally in al pine fir timber with sagebrush flats,

!•

~

interspersed.

Lif e zone distribution is fram upper Sonoran to

Alpine (Figure 15 ) .
Snowshoe Rabbit
This species is found almost invariably associated vdth coniferous
timber , al though at times ranging away from it along streams bordered
thickly with willows at high elevations .

In northern Utah they are found

in Douglas fir stands with an understory of snowberry, snoWbrush, mountain
myrtle , mountain ash, Serbus scopulina, at elevations of about 5500 feet,
through aspen , alpine fir and Engleman spruce to timber line .

In the

Uintahs, snowshoes are found commonly ln lodgepol e pine, and were noticed
about unoccupied buildings such as

c. c. c.

barracks , under which they

took refuge when startled.
Near Fish Lake they occupy areas with a cover of blue spr uce, Picea
pungens; aspen, will ows , Douglas fir; and at higher elevations , alpine
fir and Engleman spruce.

Throughout their range these rabbits appear

partial to dense windf'alls , or thickets , in which they seek cover.

Life

zone distribution is principally Boreal (Figure 15).
Black- tailed Jack Rabbits
These he.res are found in a wide variety of habitats in Utah , between
2500 and 8000 feet.

They renge through the lower Sonoran area of' south-

western Utah vdth its vegetation of J 0shua trees ,

~

brevifolia;

cresote bush, Coville a tridentate; and Brighem tea, Ephedra spp ., upward

- 38 through the pinyon juniper belt into the open stands or ponderosa pine.

On the salt deserts of the Great Basin region, they occupy areas of
shadsc

e e.nd gree.somood and c':tend through rabbitbrush end sagebrush

types into the junipers e.nd pinyons.

They are very oamnon in same of the

sagebrush and rabbit brush covered valleys of the mountain regions in
central and southern Utah.

On the desert plateau of eastsrn Utah, black-

tails are found occasionally in areas vegetated with black brush, Coleogyne;
and Brigham tea, Ephedra neve.densia and

!·

~·

In sane or the

greasewood flats adjacent to streams, they are more common,

Life zone

distribution is frOiil the lo?rer Sonoren to the Transition Zone (Figure 15).

Nutt all Cottontails
In the northern part of the state, Black Hills cottontails are found
in hilly areas vegetated with sagebrush; rabbi tbrush, Chrysothar.mus
nauseosus and C. vi scidiflous; giant wild rye; bitter brush end patches
of choke cherry.

In the foot hills they extend upwards well into the

pinyon-juniper belt with its associated shrubs; mountain

maple,~

grandidentatum and even into the DoUGl as fir end aspen.

In the southern

portion of the state this race appears to range through the foothill
zones into the ponderosa pine belt,
S•
10 ,000,

.!:• pinetis is said to range still higher, from 7500 reet to over
Thus, it is frequently found in aspen, fir, and spruce stands ,

Both favor rooky situations.

!·

.!:• grangori is rarely found away fran

rook piles, rocky outcroppings, or steep sided washes containing crevices
and burrows in which it finds refuge,

Old buildings often supplant

natural shelters, and it is common to find several of these cottontails
dwelling under an abandoned ranch house ,

Life zone distribution is rram

the upper Sonoran to the Boreal zone (Figure 15).
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Audubon Cottontails
The Arizona cottontail, E_· ..!:• arizonal, seems to be predominately a
10'1/or Sonoren resident
Washington

Coun~;

(F~gure

15).

It is found on the deserts of

ronid Joshua trees , various cacti , Bribhrun tea, creosote

bush; and extends upwards into the junipers and pinyons with their associated evergreen oaks,

~

turbinellaJ

and

quinine bush, Ga.rrya flavascens.

It seeks shelter readily in old burrows, or in crevices of rocky bluffs.
The wyaming and Colorado cottontails inhabit similar situations.
'I'Tashes and flats containing a cover o£ o;reasewood and salt bushes are
£avorite haunts,

Eroded crevices in washes are frequently used as forms

by both subspecies.

Same of these cottontails are found too on higher

ground supporting horsebrush, Tetrndymia axillaris; hop sage, Grayia
spinosa; four-winged salt bush, Atriplex canescens; and among boulders

along rooky bluffs, upwards into the pinyon

and juniper belt.

In western Utah a few Audubon cottontails were seem in the law,

greasewood covered washes; but the majority were in the mouths of small,
rocky canyons; or in the vicinity of boulders and rocky outcrops at the
foot of buttes and hills.

Vegetation in such areas consisted principally

of Atriplex canescens, Chrysothrunnus nauseosus , Gutierrezia, Eurotia, and
Emplectocladus fasciculatus.

At the Desert Range Experiment Station,

where cover generally was scarce, cottontails were found inhabiting large
drifts of tumbleweed piled against the fences in washes.

Life zonal

distribution of all Audubon c ottontails in Utah, except E_· a. arizonae,
appears to be exclusively upper Sonoran (Figure 15),
Pyg.rry

Rabbits

This rabbit appears to be more dependent upon sagebrush than any o:f
the other species.

Tall sagebrush on a loose sandy soil seems to be its
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favored enviroill!lent in Iron County.

Some vrero found also in mixtures of

sagebrush, rabbitbrush, and greasewood; and in sagebrush and four-winged
saltbrush.

In such areas these rubbits dig rather extensive burrow

systems, in which they take refuge from danger.

In

the hills of northern

Utah, they oooupy the saoe habitats with white-tailed jack rabbits, blaokt!liled jacks, and Black Hills cottor.t6.ils.
frequently using old badger holes.
upper Sonoran (Figure 15).

In this area they ore found

Life zonal distribution is exclusively

HOME AJ;IJ SHELTER
Forms are used extensively as shelter by all rabbits, while burrows
are used chiefly by the cottontails and pygmy rabbits.

Adult hares

occasionally resort to burrows, to escape after being wounded, but normally
their homes are merely hollowed out places under bushes known as forms.
Py!!lJTY

rabbits e.re oonmtonly regarded as the only North h:ter ica rabbits

which habitually dig their ovm burrows, although Orr (1940) reports
Audubon cottontails in California digging burrows.
\Vhite-tailed Jack Rabbits
Vlhi te-tailed jack rabbi t s make their forms in a variety of cover,

On

Diamond Plateau, east of Vernal, thirteen white-tails flushed, each from
a form under sage brush, Artemisia tridentata.

In Strawberry Valley, of

eight forms, six were in A. tridentata and two in a combination of sagebrush and Stipa.

In the Blue Spring Hills rabbits were flushed from forms

in sagebrush end Elymus; snowberry, Symphoricarpos; and choke cherry.

Near

Altonah, these rabbits made their fonns under junipers, juniper slash,
pinyon, sagebrush, and

~·

These hares occasionally make use of burrows to escape from danger.
On the Diamond Plateau one wounded by the writer cr ..vrled down a prairie

dog hole, vrhile wounded ones in the Blue Spring Hills vrere seen to seek
shelter in old badger holes.
SnOVIShoe Rabbits
Snowshoe rabbits in Logan canyon during the winter ccmmonly sought
shelter under Douglas firs bent prostrate by snow; and in clumps of
mountain willow.

In the Uintah mountains they were jumped from dense

windfalls of lodge pole pine, and were seen also living under abandoned
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c. c. c.

barracks.

A nursing female, east cf Fairview was flushed f r om

wild gooseberry bushes, Grossularia.
Black- tailed Jack Rabbits
Black- tai l ed jacks utilize a wide variety of cover for their forms .
On saline low lands , greasewood is a favored cover, whi l e on better drained

areas sagebrush and four-winged salt bush contain many fol'II!B ,

On the

Colorado Desert of southeastern Utah forms of the black- tails were seen
about equally in black brush, Coleogyne rronosissima, and §Phedra spp.
In the dry hills south cf Gold Hill, Tooele County, these rabbits were

jumped from bushes of Grayia.
as form cover in some area,

Drifts of Russian thistle are commonly used
Wounded black-tails often crawl into burrows

of other animals to escape, and occasionally need not be wounded to do t his .
On a rabbit drive at Promontory, the vrriter observed apparently uninjured

jack rabbits seeking refuge in old badger holes ,

Hardy (1945) reports

instances of black- tails entering winter dens of the desert tortoise ,

The

young customarily use burrovrs as readily as do cottontails.
Nuttall Cottontails
Kuttall cottontails favor outcroppings of rock, ru:long which they have
their holes.

In areas inhabited by than where rocks are absent , ol d

burrmvs of badgers and other burrowing animals constitute their chief
refuge ,

Other favorite refuges are old buildings and stone wall s ,
Audubon Cottontails

Arizona cottontails depend partially upon thick clumps of desert
vegetation, such as mesquite, whose thor ns offer a measure of protection.
Burrows and crevices in rock outcroppings and washes are also used habitually .

Hardy (1945) states that they are cOII'D'lonly fcund i:1 winter dens of

the desert tortoise .
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Audubon cottontails in southeastern end western Utah live in very
similar situations .

These are rough, rocky washes or small ce.cyons with

holes and crevices in the walls,
In the Uintah Basin some cottontails were found living on bench
lantls so bare that a mouse would be hard pressed to find cover .

However,

the prairie dog holes found coll!lllonly on such sreas aff.,rded the necessr.ry
concealment,

In areas of better cover, many cottontails were found lying

in forms in sage, juniper, or greasewood, and running to nearby burrows
when danger threatened,

In some areas of very dense greasewood cover,

little recourse to burrO\'fs was made,
Pyrgrry Rabbits

In southern Utah, and other places where the rabbits inhabit areas of
r ather deep loose soil, they dig
after year.

e~tensive

burrcms which they use year

These burrows are often found on slight mounds on which the

sagebrush grows te.ller than on the surrounding ground.
excavate their

0\'fn

The rabbits

burrcrws, but freshly dug ones are scarce .

This scarcity

is probably due to the high mortality among the rabbits , and resulti"b
stable population vmich has no need for more holes

th~n

The rabbits are capable of digging quite rapidly.

already exist ,
Two holes found,

one about six feet long and the other eight, had been dug apparently
within the space of a few hours, for the dirt at the entrances was still
moist.

The burrows are seemingly enlar{;ed little by little with use by

generations of pygmy rabbits.

From time to time, earth and debris are

evicted from the tunnels and nevr entrances added.

In the Cedar City area

most of the burrowing activity has been noticed to occur during mild Vlinter
days and early spring.

In regions where the vrinters are more severe,

burrowing is carried on mainly in the sprin{;.

- 44 A typical burrow has several entrances, usually four or five, but
sometimes as many as ten.

The entrances are fairly close together,

usually being all contained within a diameter of from ten to fifteen feet.
The diameter of the entrances is about four or five inches, but tho tunnels
vdden somewhat underground to form chambers, the deepest not exceeding three
!'est belOIV the surface, and the others about two or t-wo end one half feet.
Besides the main burrovrs, there are often found in areas frequented
by the pygmies , short, shallOIV burrows with only one or two entrances,
The rabbits seemingly use these only as a last resort.
Rabbit burrows seem to be occupied normally by only one adult rabbit,
but when alarmed, as many as three may seek refuge temporarily in the
sane burrovr.

During the breeding seas en, the rabbits are commonly seen

in pairs, both sexes apparently occupying the same burrow for a few days.
On several occasions in the ear ly spring, two rabbits were seen together

occupying the same burrow.
case one rabbit was a male

Tvro of these pairs were collected, and in each
~d

the other a female,

The burrows are often used as a base of operations by other Slllall
mammals , especially kangaroo rats .

When the burrows are uncovered, often

several snall holes, too small for rabbits, are found branching from the
main tunnel.

In one that was follows to its end, the nest of a l:ane;aro o

rat and the remains of the occupant which had been eaten by a weasel were
found.

In the Blue Springs area, ground squirrels (citellus armatus)

were very abundant,

There both squirrels and pygmies apparently use the

srone holes to some extent.
In southeastern Idaho many were found inhabiting holes emong the
boulders of volcanic outcroppings, in stone walls, and in rock piles .
In this area they were also found commonly about abandoned farm buildings
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Figure 18,

Figure 19 .

Freshly du{; burrcm of the pyi!}Try rabbit, near Cedar City,
Doc ,, 1939 .

Adjacent entrances to pyg:ry burrow s:;stem in e. ce.ctuc patch ,
near Cedar City, Dec ., 1939 ,
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Vlhere they had their holes in old cellars , .foundations, and under the
.floors .
Forms under bushes sioile.r to those used by other rabbits rxe used
by the pygmies to lie in during the day ,

FOOD
The results of stomach contents analysis of the six rabbit species
occurring in Utah are

s~arized

in Table 2.

Because of the finely

divided state of the food particles, only a few items could be identified,
Lists of food plants were compiled chiefly from field observations obtained
by following tracks in the sncw and inspection of plants upon areas where
rabbits were known to have boen feeding.

Identifications of plants, about

which the writer was dubious, wore perfonned by Professor A. D. Smith and
Professor Bassett
Table 2.

~Bbuire

of the Utah State Agricultural College.

Frequency of occuronce of various iteos in 201 stomachs of the
six rabbit species native to Utah

Items in
Stomachs
Number of
stomachs
exonined
Gr ass &: s edge
Unidentified
weeds
Polyt;onum
Sal sola
Plantago
.Alnar anthus
Unidentified
seeds
Sage brush
Greasewood &
salt bushes
Willows
Wild rose
Cactus
Douglo.s fir
needles
Juniper berries
Unidentified
roots
Hay
Grain
Hair
Ticks
Placentas

Specl.es Of rabbit
snovtshoe whJ.tetail blaokt!lll tluttaii Audubon Py~
rabbit
jackrabbit jackrabbit cotton- cotton- rabbit
tail
tail
4
44
74
22
42
15

3

38

52

15

so

10

4

15
7

6

3

30

1

1

1

3

1
1
1

1

4

4

1

7

8

40

6

0

15

0

22

0
3

14

0

6

1

3

2
4

2
2
2
7
3
1

1

- 48 White-tailed Jack Rabbit
The following list of food plants of the white- tail was dravtn up :from
sucmer and winter observations in the field, supplemented by stomach
analysis:
Juniperus utahensis - Utah Juniper
Stipa sp . - needle grass
KOe!'eri o. cristata - Junegrass
BronlUs tectorum - dOl'llley brane
~on SUQ thii - western wheat grass
Carex sp . - sedge
Lupinus sp . Lupine
~o sativa - alral:f'a
Polygonum s p . - knot weed
opunt1a sp. - prickly pear cactus
~pous luteus - owl clover
Plantago s p . - plantain
S~phoricarpos sp . - snawberry
Guierrizia snrothrae - snake Yreed
cfirYsothamnus nauseosus - big rabbitbrush
c. v1soid1:f'lorus - l1ttle rabbitbrush
Cirsium sp. - thistle
~on tar~~J~acum - dandelion
~nter

food in Box Elder and Cache Counties consisted principally of

grasses, both the dried

s~ers

growth and the short green winter growth .

Rabbits found near haystacks and vtheat:f'ields also had been eating large
amounts of

h~ ,

waste grain kernels, and the green winter growth of grain.

Browse plants were eaten in amounts probably varying inversely with avails.bility of grasses and weeds .

Tvrigs of sagebrush, rabbitbrush, 9.lld snake-

weed were the ones most connnonly eaten, and no doubt form a l arge proportion
of food when deep snow covors grass and Treads .
In the Uintah Basin in early February dry grasses and weeds fanned a
major portion of the diet .

~rickly

peor cactus was also heavily eaten,

and juniper berries were commonly found in stcoach s.

Usually, only the

pulp of these was eaten but one rabbit, not so fastidious , had swallowed
23 of the stones as we ll.

Other items present in smal l amounts were seeds

- 49 of plantain, sage brush twigs and leaves, roots and small unidentified
seeds.
Hair from the rabbits themselves is frequently contained in tho
stomachs.

It is undoubtedly swallowed mule the rabbits e.re preening

themselves .
Th9 sununer diet appears to consist largely of green gr!l.Sses, sedge
and weeds with small amounts of sage brush.

In Strawberry valley in July,

rabbits were observed feeding in meadows on grasses, sedges , dandelions
and polygonum; and upon open ridges and knolls where western wheat grass
was the preferred food.

on

the Diamond Plateau near Vernal , in August

white-tails had been eating western wheat grass, sedges, clover, and
sage brush.

Grain and alfalfa patches in the Uintah Basin had been

heavily eaten in a strip about 10 yards wide bordering the patches and
several trails usually criss-crossed them.
Snowshoe Rabbit
Field observations and stomach analysis (Table 2) during the winter
showed snowshoes eating the following plants :
Pinus contorts. - lodgepole pine
~otsuga taxifolia - Douglas Fir
Sal~x acoulerlana - mountain willow

C!Eiiiiiihs sp. - clematis
Odostcmon repens - Oregon grape
Amelanchierariii'folia - service berry
Acer glabrum - dwarf maple
Facliyst'l:ila""iiiyrsini tes - mountain laurel
Ceanothus veiutinus - snovrbrush
Symphorice.rpos sp . - snovrberry
Artemlsla trldentata - sage brush
Stomachs examined in June and August contained principally green
grasses and weeds, while from November to February, needles and tvrl.gs of
Douglas Fir vrere the chief items of diet in specimens fram the Logan Canyon

area.
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d~ge

frequently results to coniferous reproduction as

a result of thes e r abbits clipping the leader s of y oung conifers.

Baker,

~· a l. (1922) r eport that all native conifers of the Wasatc h l :ountains

are subject to snovrshoe rabbit dc.me.ge.
ones noted above;
enge l~~~ ,

li~bcr

These include in addition to the

pine , Pinus flexilis ; Engelman spruoe,

~

blue spruce, ~ pungens ; alpine fir, Abies l asiocarpa;

and white fir, abies concolor.

The writer noted lodgepol e pines in the

mountain s north of Strawberry Val ley highlined to a distanc e of 6 feet
above the ground, to vrhiclc height the rabbits are enabled to reach by
the deep winter snow cover,

Orr (1J40) rep orts a snovrshoe rabbit in

California feeding upon P anure in a roadway.

Black-tailed Jack Rabbi t
Field observations supplemented by st=ach ruoalysis (T able 2) showed
the follavrinG plants eaten
J:iilaria

jmoes~i

- g

b~·

black -tailed j ack rabbits.

leta grass

~iiis8Iroides - alkali sacaton

Bouteloue. gr•cihs - blue grmne.
DJ.sticl ,lis ~ - salt grass
Agropyron cr'.stata - crested wheat gre.ss
A{;rovyron s,.,ith:i - western wheat grass
Polygonl.lll' sp:--:-knotvreed
ChenopodJum sr. - goose foot
Atripi cx canescons - four-wing se.l·t b\lsh
A. pusi ll e - ~al l sce.lo
Sar~ vermiculatus - greasewood
Dondie., sp . - seep vreed
Se.lsola pestifer - Russian t hi stle

~yssopJ.folia
~thUs sp. - p1g woed

Clo ome serrulate. - ~urp l e cloo~c

~&z e. lopJ. dota - sa.'ld-bur

Opuntia s p . - pr ickly pear
~ium vulgare - hoarhound

chij's othmonus nauseosus - big rebbi tbrush
c. vJ.scidi flor~ilrtle rabbitbrush
Tva- tiXi 11 aris
Fre.nseria ac~'lthicarFa - bur sage
krtenisJ. a tr1dentate. - sage b rush

- 51 During the winter, woody plants and dry grasses e.pparently comprise
the bulk of the black- tail•s food,

Large runounts of sagebrush, grease-

wood , rabbit brush, and sal tbushes are eaton.

Between Snavrville end the

Raft River r·ountains of Box Elder County, r.tound saltbush, shadscale and
grasses are utiliz ed so heavily dur-ing the winter, that by spring little
more thro: the crowns of ths plants remain,

other plants eaten in s1:1aller

ronounts include prickly pear and Russian Thistle .

A plot of crested

v1hee.t grass in the Oak Grove Forest Cmnp near Leeds , Washington County,
was a favorite feeding ground for jack rabbits during the summer of 1939,
With the advent of spring , green grasses and weeds are eaten most
heavily an<1 fran April to
stomo.ch contents.

l!over.~ber

often comprise 100 percent of the

In at;ricultural areas, considerc.ble quan·tities of

alfalf u, growint; grain and vegetable crops are consumed,

Vaughn :·e.dsen

reports an ontiro patch of beans near }Jmabella, Sevier County , destroyed
by these rabbits.
Eatin& of afterbirths was indicated by one April specinen, the stomach
of which c ontained 4 or 5 placentas which had been m7all017ed without
chewi.n& •

Whether or not this is a usual occurrence is not known,

Spring stomachs from the Blue Sprin& Hills often contained ticks
which had probc.bly been picked from the fur with the teeth and swallowed.
Numbers found varied up to nine.
Nuttall Cottontails
In Box ·'lder and Cache Counties these cottontails were feeding on

the follcwnng plants , as shm7n by field observations supplemented by
stomach analysis (Table 2):
A(;ropyron spp. - wheat grass
Sahx sp . - ''nllows ~
~onum sp . - knotweed
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Grayi« SPinosa
QdOSte~ns - Oregon gra~e
Purhs1a tr~ta - bitter brus h
Rosa sp. - m.ld rose
Fr'iiiius melanocarpa - choke cherr y
Giiti'e'rrezi a sarothree - snake weed
Chr sothrunnus nauseosus - r abbitbrush
Al"tem:Ina tndentata - seo;ebrush v
In cultivated areas grain and alfalfa are eaten.

Damage occasion-

ally occurs to young fruit trees as a result of rabbits eatin& the bark.
During the winter when low growth• is covered with snow, twigs of
woody p lants and l arge quanti ties of the bark of sagebrush, choke cherry,
wild rose, wil l ows and bitter brush are eaten.
In the sprint; and sununer , {;roen dovmy brome , other Gr asse s, and weeds

are heavily utilized,
udubon Cottontails
Summer observations showed ,Yoming and Colorado cottontails eating
the following plants in eastern Utah:
Diatichlis stricta - salt Grass
ID. i aria sp.~eta grass
oryzopsis hymenoides - Indian rico grass
Sporobolus cryptandrus - sand dropseed
Sporobolus a1ro1 des - alkali sacaton
Bouteioua !;rac1i1s - blue graoa
Branus tectorum - downy brome
Agropyron smithii - western wheat grass
El eocharis s~ . - spike rush
Carex spp. - sedge
JiiiiCUs baltious - wire grass
CheiiOiiodi um sp. - pig weed
Atriplex canescens - four-vdnged saltbush
A. nuttallii - mound saltbush
'A. corrugata - mat saltbush
A. woifii
A. poweili
S ar'Cci'b'ii:tUS ve:ndculatus - greasewood
Dond1a s p . - seepweed
~a pestifer - Russi an Thistle
~sp.
Cleame lute a - yellow c l eone
Rosa sp~ld rose
G!YOyrrhiza lepidota - sand bur
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S~eralcea sp., - globe mallow
Opuntia sp. - prickly pear
APOcYii'iiin ce.nnabinum - dogbane
Chrisothrunnus nauseosus - rcbbit bush
Artemisia tridentate. - sage brush
Tetradymia ax1llaris - horse brush
Considerable quanti ties of alfalfa and wheat are eaten by Wyaning
cottontails in the Uintah Basin region.
During the winter they were found eating mostly grasses and weeds on
areas where these are abundant, such as cultivated and pasture lands,

On

more arid and saline lowlands, these cottontails were feeding chiefly upon
greasewood and sal tbushes,
In western Utah, in late sumoer, Audubon cottontails were observed
feeding upon:
Hilaria jmnesii - galleta grass

~liise:rroides - alkali sacaton

D1st1ohiis striota - salt grass
Chenotodium sp. - pig weed
Atrip ex canescens - four-winged salt brush
A. nuttalli1 - mound salt bush
Eurotia lanata - vri.nter fat
Bassie. hyssoprfolia
.Amaranthus sp.
Cleame serrulate. - purple cleame
'Giitie'rrezia sarothrae - snake m>ed
Artemisia tr1dentata - sage brush
Pyrgny Rabbits
Winter food consists principally of sagebrush (Table 2).

Small amounts

of the following plants are also eaten:
Chrysothmnnus nauseosus - rabbit brush
v1sc1d1florus - l1ttle rabbit brush
Tetrad;)'l'1l.a canescens - horse brush
Salsola pest1fer - Russian thistle
Amaranthus sp.
Agromon ineme - smooth wheat grass
A. sp1catum - spiked wheat grass
Elymus condensatus - giant wild rye

c.

Plants eaten in the spring are chiefly grasses, and same forbs.
Plants observed eaten in the late summer are:
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Atriplex pusilla - small scale
Atriplex canescens - four winged salt bush
Agropyron smithi~ -western wheat grass
ArtamiS1a trraeritata - sage brush
Spharalcea sp. - globe mallow
Gutierrezia sarothrae - snake weed

REPRODUCTION
Seasonal differences in size of testes end ovaries were found to
coincide closely with sexual activity.
minimum size in fall specimens .

In adults, these organs were of

During the winter months they expanded

steadily until maximum volume was attained at the peak of the breeding
season in the spring.

After this time, testes assumed a shrunken flaccid

character much in contrast to their previous firm, turgid appearance .
Associated organs such as the prostate gland and epydidymus in males; the
uterus and oviducts in females underwent corresponding variations in size .
For ease in comparing sizes of gonads, an index number consisting of
the product of the length times the diameter of the testi s or ovary, is
used in subsequent tables (3, 4, 6, 7, 8) which illustrate the cycle of
variation in size of testes and ovaries for the species dealt with .
Insufficient measurements were obtained to plot the exaot course of variation but in some species, enough were taken to illustrate the trend quite
clearly.

Considerable variation exists among different species as to time

and duration of breeding.

However, it can be said of all species found in

Utah that breeding is limited to the period between January and August with
the peak generally occurring from

l~arch

until June .

Altitude has consider-

abl e effect upon dates of breeding in those species whose range extends
through several life zones .

Thus white-tailed jack rabbits breed much

earlier on the semi-desert habitat of the Uintah Basin, than in the subalpine areas of the Uintah and Wasatch Mountains .

Due to the camparati vely

small latitudinal range of the state, dates of breeding shO"I'l a l esser
difference from s outh to north than from the low valleys to the high
mountains.
In all species with the possible exception of those individuals
living at very high altitudes, it was f'ound that at least two litters,
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ovith a. very high probability of more per season, are raised.

Furthennore,

individuals of a.ll species were found commonly suckling young of the
previous litter while carrying well - advanced embryos of the succeeding
litter .

This is indicative of the occurrence of coitus and conception

within a. very short time subsequent to the birth of the preceding litter.
Resorption of foetuses has been noted in nearly all species .

The

presence of these smaller, abortive embryos with noroa.l ones is possibly
responsible for the belief of some observers that super-foetation has
occurred.

According to the following sequence of events as determined by

Hemnond and l'arshall (1925) with danestic rabbits, super foetation is
impossible:

ovulation occurs about ten hours follm7ing coitus, and the

ruptured follicles are transforned into corpora. lutea.

These increase in

size as the embryos develop and prevent the developnent of additional
follicles .
occur .

Hence, during pregnancy, ovulation following coitus can not

However, after pa.rturi tion the corpora lute a be{;in to decrease in

size and ovulation nay occur.

Suckling does not prevent ovulation, a.t

least until the 8th to 12th day.

After this time, the does refuse to

breed until the young are weaned .
Pseudopregnancy has been observed rononG snowshoe hares (Severa.id
1945) and probably occurs among other wild rabbits a.s well .

White-tailed Jack Rabbit
J1easurements of reproductive organs were procured for three months.
The averages of these are presented in Table 3.
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Average measurements of testes, ovaries and products of these
measurements for white-tailed jack rabbits
Testes
Length
D~ameter

Ovaries
Length
Diameter

Length
Testes

November

38 m.m.

ll m. m.

11.5 m.m.

5 m. m.

418

58

February

57

20.7

13.2

6, 5

ueo

86

Karch

53.7

22.5

20

1280

220

ronth

ll

Diameter
ovar~es

Vfuite- tails were found beginning mating activity during the first
week of February, 1946, in the Uintah Basin.

on the sage and juniper

covered slopes near Altonah, several trails, each made by two rabbits
apparently travelling together, were noted in the snow.

The writer

followed one of these for several hundred yards to the spot where one of
the hares crouched under low juniper boughs about 6 feet distant.
collected and found to be the female .

It was

The track of the surviving rabbit

led to a form under a small juniper about 150 yards from the femalo•s .
This rabbit was seen crouching in its form about 10 feet aWIJ¥ and was
collected.

It was found to be a male.

Tracks made by these rabbits

indicated that copulation had occured or had been attempted.
Similar trails were seen in the snow on the hills west of Cache
Junction, on J:arch 3, 1946, and a female collected from this area contained
small embryos .
The earliest embryos were found in the Blue Spring Hills, Box Elder
County on

~arch

2, 1941.

These v;ere very small; as the diameter of the

uterine swellings containing the embryos was but 14 mm,
Hine pre-natal litters were examined ,
young, vdth extremes of four and eight.

The litters averaged 5. 55

Gestation for this species is

not known, but is probably near that for Lepus americanus, the gestation
for which has been determined at 35 deys (Grange 1932).
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The latest litters were found at Strawberry Valley in July 1941.

Of

seven females collected there between July 17 and 28, six were suckling
young .

One of these contained embryos measuring 68

llllll

in rump-crown

length, and the one not suckling, contained 5 embryos so near birth that
their eyes were partly open.
The testes of the only male collected were in a shrunken and flaccid
state.

This fact, in conjunction with small proportion of pregnant females

and large size of embryos in those pregnant, indicate closing. of the
breeding season in that area.
In the Uintah Basin during the first week of August, no pregnant

females were collected, while most of the young seen were nearly equal in
size to the adults.

This indicates an earlier termination of the breeding

season in the lower, semi-desert areas of the Basin than in the montane
habitats of the state of which Strawberry Valley is an example.
Although considerable search was made for young in areas from which
females known to be suckling young were collected, none were found .

The

only reference to nests found by the writer is by Orr (1940) who states,
The follavdng account is given by Fry {1924, p. 174): 1 It
was on June 21, 1907, that we found a mother snovrshoe rabbit
(white-tailed jack rabbit) and her young on the north spur of
t:t . Silliman in Sequoia National Park, elevation 10,400 feet .
The mother had tunneled through some eighteen inches of crusted
snow and built her bed on the ground under low willow bushes ,
When we approached, the mother rabbit bounded out on top of
the snow, ran a few yards in a series of high jumps, then
suddenly stopped and sat down high upon her haunches apparently
in an effort to attract us from her young . We took the five
young rabbits al l gently from the:r nest , looked them over
carefully, then returned them to the nest whence they omne.
When we were handling the young rabbits they uttered shrill
squealing cries of fright and distress. In response to their
cries the horrified mother ran hysterically around us uttering
soft, weird, grunting sounds of emotional distress , and stamping
her bit; padded hind feet hard down on tho crusted snow with a
great slapping effect. After \76 had taken our departure, and
v1hen away a distance of some hundred yards, the ever anxious
mother vro.s observed passing from sight under the snow to rejoin
her he lpless offspring l 1
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Five

foetuses obtained fr= StraTiberry Valley in July were covered with long,
thick fur and same had their eyes open.
tvro or three days of birth.

It is believed these were within

Their weights ranged from 91 to 114 grams,

and they measured 169 to 176 mm in nose-to-tail length.
A young fmnale collected July 28, 1941 at StraWberry Valley weibhed
2130 grams and was 568 mm in length.

Five young from Diamond :ountain

near Vernal , on August 3, 1941, ranged in weight from 1839 to 2485 grams,
with lengths from 538 to 608 nun.

These vrere probably between four and

five months of age.
Snowshoe Rabbit
Little information concerning breodint; of this species w&a obtained.
A female collected in Logan Canyon during late February contained no
enbryos, while no evidence of breeding in the vicinity was noticed at
that

t~e.

Two females collected in June 1941 contained six small

embryos each, and each was also s uokling e. litter of young.
A male , shot August 2, 1941, had testes measuring 30 nm long and
B mm in diameter.

They were in a shrunken and flaccid condition,

indicating termination of sexual activity for the season.
These are the only american hares for which the gestation period
has been deternined.

Grange (1932) found it to be 36 days for the

Unnesote. varying hares, Lepus emericanus phaenotus, a form similar to
our Lepus .!• bairdii.

Severaid (1945) found gestation of snowshoe hares

in t:aine to vary between 36 and 40 days.
Apparently no nest for the young is constructed.

Orr (1940) reports

three very young of the Washington sncmshoe, found in a cavity about 2
feet long and six inches in diameter under a pine of brush, ( Cee.llo thus
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velutinus ).

Uo lining was present .

Schei'fer (1933) writing of' the

Washington snowshoe hare, states that the young are born well-i'urred, with
the eyes open and are abl e to hop about .

The same author examined nine

litters whose average number of young was 4.2 vnth extrmnes of' two and
six.

Bl ack- tailed Jack Rabbits
Because of' wide spread distribution and great er abundance, more data
was gather ed i'or this than e:rry other species,

Average monthly measure-

ments of' reproductive organs are shO\'m in the following tab le.
Tabl e 4,

Average monthly measurements of' ovaries , t estes , and the
pr oducts of these measurements i' or black-tailed jack r abbits
Testes
Length
Diameter

Ovar1es
Length D1e.meter

Length x D1ameter
Testes
Ovaries

September

42 mm

October

40

10

rovember

42 .7

12.3

December

43 .3

16. 3

January

50.1

19

17.7

8

952

142

February

54

18.8

16.3

9,7

999

158

!~arch

55 .1

19. 8

21.4

11.2

1091

240

April

55.2

19, 8

22 . 7

13

1093

295

Br eeding
s pe cies.

~ong

6mm

15

13. 5

5

252

6

400

6

525

75

81

706

black- tail jacks begins earli er than i'or e:rry other

Hear Luci n and r:elton, Box Elder County, in early January,

1941, buck rabbits were i'requently observed pursuing the i'emales, but

embryos vrere not yet apparent in rabbits examined by t e writer .

At

this time male s were observed i'ighting with each other by Dean Hobson,
who writes (unpublished report 1941) concerning nuptial antic s:

- 61 The male pursues the f'emale tirelessly in short lovr bounds
both pausing f'requently in the nuptial entics , on the alert
f'or dcnger,
er trail is, tortuous , having ~any s harp turns
and cut-bad·s , and .ay l ead around and around on certain
bush in a sc,all circle. Coitus is very brief' , the male
GOIJotimes bitint; the loose skin on the ns;:e of' the female •s
neck. Frequent, vi;;orous battles between be l licose males are
f'ought during the rut . The author chanced to observe several
such f'ights in which the antagonists sat up on their hind
f'eet and boxed with their fore feet, making f'requent 1rild
jabs with their heovier hind feet and e:.. itting a dr,r throaty
s ound throughout . Some authors maintain these conflicts
f'requently end in deeth f'or one of the combatants, though I
have never witnessed such a mortal combat .
On January 13, 1941, of' 42 f'emales examined by Hobson and the
On January 18,

writer, near Lucin, none contained apparent embryos .

six of eight f'B!r.al es collected near Promontory were pregnant.

The

average number per l itter 1vas two , with extremes of' one and f'our.

On

January 31 near Lucin, Hobson reports 78 per cent of 50 females pregnant,
and on February 7, 82 percent of 50 "ontained enbryos .
n~m~ber

Of seven females f'rom l!owell collected February 3, 1946 , three

three .

were pregnant .
Table 5.
r:onth

The average

of foetuses per pregnant doe was 1.4, 1•rith extremes of one and

These constitute the earliest breeding records .

Summary of data concerning size of prenatal litters

!!umber of
Fenales

Humber
Pregnant

size Li 'Ct er
r.:ean
Extremes

I

l!

requencl
4 5 6

3

January

46

1. 43

1-1

29 15 1

February

58

1.53

1-3

34 21 3

!Ja.rch

21

3,53

1-6

April

11

5.73

1-8

1

1
1

7

8

3

2

3
3

1

1

It is noticed that January and February li tters are less than one
third the size of' litters taken during the spring .

This is probab l y due

primarily to the ovaries not being f ully ready for maximum egg production
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at the time when c opulation occurs .

At any rate it seems a fortunate

adaptation for the species , in as much as a minimum drain on the vitality
of the female ls imposed at a tiree uhen climatic conditions and food
scarcity are severe ,
i\'hat little information concerning nesting of bl ack- tails that was
obtained indicates that nests may or may not be bui l t ,

Vorhies and Taylor

(1933) state that the young are customari l y pl aced in nests , and Orr (1940)

shares this opinion.
The writer ie aware of two inste.nces in which no nest was bui l t .
}Tear Cedar City on

arch 18, 1941 three very young jacks were found

huddled together in a slight, unlined hollow under a greasewood bush .
They were dead when found , possibly by starvo.tion and exposure , but had
not moved from the spot in which they had apparently been p l aced by the
mother ,

On the other occasion 3 young were found huddled together on the

ground in en alfalfa patch, with no trace of a nest . On the other hand , a
well constructed nest containing five young wo.s found by Professor George
H. Kelker, near Dubois, Idaho, in April 1940 ,

The nest was in a hollavr

under a S!4;ebush, and was lined copiously with fur .
The young , as in other hares , are born c l othed with l ong , soft fur ,
and with the eyes open,
Snowvi l le in Apri l 1946 ,

Four foetuses ready for birth were obtained near
These , aft er lying gasping 2 or 3 minutes on

the ground , crawled over to the dead mother and started searching for a
teat ,

In two or three hours they vrere 8bl e to hop about , vri th ears erect,

somewhat unsteadily , but in a rather l ively

manner.

Whi l e stil l less

than 12 hours old , one was observed cleansing its paws and face in the
manner of a cat \7e.Shing its fo.ce ,
87 grams ,

These four renged in weight from 80 t o

Their length frcm nose to tip of tail

mi ll imeters .

WaS

approximately 170
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The young apparently leave the nest, or place of birth, at an early
age, but continue to suckle for same time,

A young jack shot near Snow-

vill e on April 7 and weighing 325 grams, was still living largely on milk
as shown by stomach contents which consisted of about 75 percent milk and
25 percent vegetation,

A larger one, weighing 600 grams, collected the

same day contained no milk in the stomach.
Nuttall Cottontails
Table 6,

Average monthly measurements of reproductive organs of Nuttall
Cottontails
Testes
Diameter
Length

l:onth

Qvar1es
Length D1ameter

Length x D1ameter
Testes
0var1 es

October

28

6

November

22

9

December

25.3

11

January

32,1

11.9

10

3,8

382

38

February

32.5

13,5

10.1

4.2

439

42

April

46.3

17.3

11

5

800

55

August

28

168
6

4

198

24

278

224

8

Seven of eight females collected in the Blue Spring Hills, Box Elder
County on 'arch 30, 1941 were pregnant, five for the second time that
season, for they were suckling young.
28

d~s

Considering the gestation period

as has been determined for eastern cottontails, this would place

the first breeding dates in the last part of February or first of March.
These dates probably vary according to weather.

A fenale shot in the

same area, March 2, 1946, showed no indication of sexual activity.

At

this time, there were still two feet of snow on the area and the weather
generally cold and stormy, whereas, in 1941, the ground was nearly bare.
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In all, 13 prenatal litters were examined.

These contained on the

average 6.62 young, and ranged from five to eight, with a frequency
distribution as follows:
2 litters contained 5 young

"

5

6

2

7

4

8

'"
"

Indication of late breeding was furnished by a female, collected in
the Raft River

~ountains

but contained no embryos.

in late August, whioh was still suckling young
One of the young, about the size of a large

meadow mouse was seen to run into a hole near by.

The comparatively high

altitude of the area may acco\Ult for the l ate breeding of this example ,
which would certainly be abnormal at the altitude of the surro\Ulding sage
plains .

Young collected near Blue Creek, Kelton and Lynn in late _\rt;ust

near ly equalled adults in size, weighing from 587 to 620 grems, indicating
an early termination of the breeding season in thos localities.
A nest of the Black Hills cottontail was found April 3, 1940 near
Logan, in a crevice of the foundation of an old building which was being
torn dawn.

It was composed of hay, lined vii th fur and contained 7 young

whose weights ranged from 66.5 to 72. 2.

They were well-furred and their

oyes had been open for some time, and they ate grass readily,
believed they were about three weeks old.

It is

Orr (1940) cites three young

from 40 to 47 grams in weight able to run about.

The young at birth

undoubtedly have the eyes closed, and are probab ly nearly naked, which is
the case with eastern cottontails.

Orr (1940 p . 108) concerning nesting

reports ,
A nest of this species containing four young was found on •ay 30,
1931, at en elevation of 9000 feet on the north side of Groom
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Baldy, Lincoln County, !!evade. (Hall, 1·. s. ) . It was situated
at the southern base of a pinon pino on a ground surface composed of small roc ~ s, pine needles end tvligs. The next consisted of a cup-like cavity lined vlith rabbit fur and dry
grass . The top was covered over with fur, grass and a stick
three-eighths of an inch in diruneter, all of which the observer
believed had been put there by the female.
One of the young weighed 74 grams and was 145 mm in length.

Each of the

young squealed when taken from the nest and refused to stay in it after
being replaced.
Audubon Cottontails
The following table gives average monthly measurements of reproductive organs of these cottontdls for six months of the year .
Table 7.

t•easurements of reproductive organs of Audubon Cottontails
Testes
Length
D~aneter

l"onth

ovaries
Length D~runeter

Length x Diameter
Testes
0Var1es

246

September

31.5

October

31

December

35

15

7

3

525

21

February

44.3

15.7

8.4

3.3

696

28

60

21

1260

28

9

252

Jl.ugus t
}Jnong
there was

V~oming

~·et

7.8

279

cottontails of tho Uintah Basin in early February 1946,

no evidence of sexual activity .

A female collected in Juno

contained four srall embryos and was suckling young.

Young seen at this

time were of various sizes and represented at least h7o and probably three

successive litters.
The oldest juveniles collected ranged in weight from 408 to 656 grams,
end vrere judged to be betvreen tvro end tvro and one-half months ol d.

nuch snaller, representing l ater litters were seen.

Others

- 66 When t hi s r egion was visited agai,; in early "ugust, breeding
appeared to have ceased, as no embryos were found , and most of the young
nearly equalled the adults in size .

An ol d nest of this species was

shown me by Ranger Baldwin of the national Park Ser vice at Dinosaur
National l..'onument.

It was a bowl-shaped cavity i n the ground with e.

narrow opening, and we.s about 8 or 10 inches deep .
it he.d contained a nest of bark and dry

~;rasses

He stated that i n 'ay

lined with fur from the

mother rabbit and had contained three young .
According to him the ol d rabbit woul d visit the yount in tho earl y
morning and late

e~ternoon,

pul l thsm out of the nest with her teeth, and

lie dovm beside the nest whi l e they suckl ed.

Then she would put them

back and cover the opening Tdth gr ass and twigs .
vigi l antl y from smal l intruders .

She guarded the nes t

On one occasion a gol den- nantl ed ground

squirrel approached the nest too closely, where upon the ol d rabbit rushed
from near- by cover , seized the squirrel in its mouth and shoo

it vigor-

ously, finally f l ipping it to one side.
Interesting data concerning the nesting of this cottontai l was obtained
from Henry Sl augh , State Game Warden at Vernal .

He states that the height

of the nesting season is in April and ray , that the ne sts are pl aced in
short burrows , one or t wo· feet from the entrance, and are made of the
bark of sagebrush, greasevrood, or juniper , lined with fur .
greatest number of young he has seen in a nes t.

Seven is the

That the young of Audubon

cottontail s in Cal i f or ni a me.y sometimes be born in burrows is attes t ed by
Orr ( 1940) .

On July 31, near Duchesne , e. young
we.s col lected .

cot tontai l s ti ll suckl ing

Its stomach cont.,ined half mi l k and half vegetation.

weighed 168 grams and was 225
month ol d,

~oming

llli:I

in l ength .

It

It was judged to be about a

- 67 Great Basin Cottontails
Only two pregnant females of the great basin cottontails were
collected.

One fram Clear Lake, llilla.rd County on llay 25, 1940, contained

five half-devel oped enbryos and was suckling young .

The other, fran the

Desert Range Experiment Station in western Kille.rd County, on September 25,
contained three large living embryos and one in the process of resorption.
Pygmy Rabbits
Table 8.

?~easurements

of reproductive organs of pygmy rabbits

Testes
Length
D~e.meter

J"onth
November

24 .5

10.5

January

25.5

10.5

February

31.5

14

38 . 7

18,7

39

17

April

D~e.meter

Length x Diameter
Testes
OVe.r~es
24

3

8

December

"arch

ovar~es

Length

257
3.5

9

268

32

441
16

X

4

714

64

663

In the vicinity of Cedar City, a pregnant female was collected on
February 24, 1940,

It contained four rather mnal l embryos, indicating

occurrence of fertilization about nid-February.

On !!arch 22, 1941,

three young , probably not belonging to the same litter, were dug out of
holes ,

These weic;hed 70, 100, and 117 grams , and y;ere very active .

Due

to lack of comparative data, it is difficult to estimate their ages , but
they were probably between two e.nd five weeks,

On April 7, 1939, two

females were obtained which were suckling young, but did not contain
embryos .
A better sample of embryos was obtained from the Bl ue Spring Hills.
Here , the first embryos very small (7-8 nun) were noted on l:aro

4 , 1940
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Fir;ure 20 .

Young black-tailed jo.ol: r abbits, 3 days old:

J

Obtained by
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in tvro of four females collected,
second litter was taken .

on

March 31, one containing its

Five females taken

embryos varying from ll to 63 mm in length.

~arch

30, 1941, all contained

The average number of foetuses

for the 14 pregnant females is 5, 93 with extremes of four and eight .

The

frequency distribution of these fo ll ows:
2 litters contained 4 foetuses
2

5

"

6

6

3

7

l

8

:ammae:

The mammae are ten in

num~er ,

five on each side :

pectoral, two pair abdooinal , a.nd one pair inguinal.

tvro pair

They are connected

on tvro long mammary glands , not apparent usual ly, but during lat11 pregnancy
and lactation develop to large size .

In a lactating f

lale obtained

]:arch 31, they each measured 193 mm long, 37 rmn wide and 3 mm thick , and
met on the median line.
Other

org~s :

The prostate gland of the male , usually inconspicuous,

attains a length of 27 mm and width of 16 mm during

!~arch

and April.

l!o nests or newly born young of tho py(;lliY rabbit have been discovered,
According to Davis (1939) a parturient female cont ained anbryos neasuring
72 mm in runp-crown length.

These were naked and had the eyes closed,

It

is not known whether the young are born in burrows , or in surface nests ,
Several burrows from which lactating femeles were secured were excavated,
but no trace of young was found.
By late August , the young have attained nearly full size .

A young

female obtained at this time measured 239 :r:nn in length, as compared to
282 for acults .

GElfERAL BEHAVIOR A!J) ACTIVITY

White-tailed Jack Rabbit
White-tails are chi ef'ly crepuscular and nocturnal in habit.

In

Strawberry Valley the earliest activity was observed at sunset, when
rabbits were seen f'eeding i n meadows.

They were seen active as late as

11 P. !l., the latest hour the writer was in the f'ie ld.
These hares range widely.

_Toland Nelson of' the Utah Fish and G!lllle

Department inf'onns me that he has tracked them on deep snow f'rom haystacks,
where they had been f'eeding, as f'ar as 3.5 miles air-line to their forms.
The speed at which these rabbits are capable of' running is excelled
by frow other animals .

The prairie hare has been timed as high as 40

miles per hour (Cook 1927).

Seton (1928) places them next to the antelope

in the scale of' speed.
They are not usually regarded as Gregarious , yet the writer has noticed
that of'ten an area of only a

fevt

acres, there wi ll be several rabbits

formed-up in close proximity to each other , while for considerable
distance around there may be no rabbits.

Tracks made in the snovt during

the night on bare f'ields and knolls at times indicated that several rabbits
had spent some time frolicking.
Considerable variation in f'lushing distance occurs.

Some rabbits

have been almost s tepped on bef'ore they jumped, vthile others have flushed
at distances over 100 yards .

A close approach is usually allowed if' the

rabbits have not been previously alarned , but once they have f l ushed, it
is difficult to approach closely.

In common with other rabbits, they tend

to move in a large circle if pursued f'inally coming back near their starting points .
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The gait is a characteristic series of high, stiff-legged bounds,
giving the animal the appearance of bouncing over the ground as it runs .
ilhen captured or wounded,

~thi te- tails

often ut·ter a loud quavering

long-drawn out scream audible for several hundred yards .
Snowshoe Rabbits
Snowshoes shun the bright daylight , and are chiefly nocturnal or
crepuscular .

In the Uintah mountains , they were observed active about sun-

set.
They apparently have a small radius of activity.

Grange (1932) found

eastern varying hares to occupy a home range of not more than 10 acres.
Soper (1921) states that northern varying hares are very sociable,

As

many as 25 were seen frolicking and feeding together in the moonlight,

The

writer discovered two occupying the some windfall together in the Uintah
'ountains .

These rabbits usually sit tig t in their forms when in dense cover.
Several times, the vrri ter nearly stepped on top of a windfall before the
rabbits flushed.
Deep snow is no handicap to them .

With their enormous, stiffly-furred

feet, they bound over the softest snow with ease.
Black-tailed Jack Rabbits
Black-tails probably are diurnal to a greater extent than the preceding
species, hmvever their greatest activity is from shortly before
shortly after sunrise .
of the night .

su.~set

to

They have been seen active by the writer at all hours

Dey light activity is chiefly in the morning before nine

o'clock, and in the afternoon after four o 1 clock.
observed them active at mid-day on cloudy days.
seen them activ e in a light rain storm.

Vorhies and Taylor (1933)
l!ee.r Snowville the writer has
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Daily

r~~e

depends largely upon the distance between food and cover .

Where both are together , littl e dai l y movement occ urs .
ing grounds

~'ld

Hmvever , wher e feed-

cover are mdel y separated sever al mi l es may be covered in
Vorhies and Tayl or (193 3 ) found rabb i ts maki ng a

their dail y movements .

round t r ip of about 10 mi les nightly f r om cover to feeding gr ounds and bac k .
Seas onal migration of r abbits apparentl y occur from hi l ls to l ower areas
in the winter and vice versa in the summer.

In the Blue Spring Hi ll s of Box

Elder County during the winter , very few bl e.ok- tai l s were seen , while after
the r-.elting of the snow, they were quite nunerous .

In the hills north of

Grouse Creek in the summer of 1941 rabbits were very numerous , but very few
droppings vrere present .

While on the near-by lOITl and areas , droppings >rere

,

numerous but rabbits rather scarce .
were

vrint~ring

This would indicate that the lovtlands

areas for l arge concentrations of re.b bi ts , whi ch spread out

to the hills mth the melting of the snmv.
These hares , with their camparati vely small and narrow hind feet, are
handica;.:ped by deep, loose snow.

The writer rec

ls that after an unusually

heavy snowfall of over 12 inches neer Cedar City, these ho.res would lie in
their for:t1s in clumps of

s~.ge

until almost step ed upon, then they ran for

nearest cover sinkiiJG deep into the sncm which sl0\7ed them down considerably
and make them easy targets .
They are gregarious to t e extent that several will gather in an open
area to feed .

Whether or not they frolic as do snowshoe hures is n ot knmvn .

-:t>1en captured or wounded, they o ten give vent to a low, growling sound
repeated several

ti.t~es

Vihich is usual l y fol lowed by a l oud quavering sqoal .

When fighting with each other, they also emit these &rowl s .
Qne of the most conspicuous habits of these hares is t eir use of trai l s .
I n areas of abundance in the winter time , a network of trai l s eJttends in all
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directions .

These trails vary considerably in size and number of rabbits

using them, just as the roads of men vary from highways to more paths .
!"ain rab it trails are well
foot wide .

ea·ten paths in the snow which may be near ly a

!.fter the snow melts, the trails are still used, but are not so

apparent on the bare ground .
Their manner of runni ng is characteristic , consisting of low rapid
bounds , punctuated ev e-ry few jumps with a lon{;er , hii;her le ap , apparently
for observation purposes.

At times, hov;ever, in thick covor, they wi ll

skulk , attempting to sneak away from the intruder without showing themselves .
Lvailable e s timates of speed is between 30 and 35 ni les an hour .
;uttal l Cottontai ls
All cottontails are probab ly chi efly n octurnal and crepuscular .

!(ost

of their daylight hour s are apparentl y spent l ying in forms , a few rods
fran their hol es to whic

they run Ylhen

armed .

Frequently they sit moti on-

l eos for long periods of ti:r.1e at the nouth of t .eir blU'rows .
the Blue Spring Hills, sat wlthout a movement for a half hour .

One watched in
One coll ected

near Cedar City was l ying in the stmshine on a ledge of rock near its hole .
These cottontai ls probnbly have a r e.ther restricted home rllllge .
Investigations of eastern cottontails have pl aced the r ange of females
between one end two a cres, and that of male s somewhat higher.

Audubon Cottontai ls
Ingles {1 941) found Audubon cottontai ls in Ca l ifor nia most active from
s unset to 9 : 00 p . m., but there was also great activity all night long and
during early mor ning .

They were le ast active from 9 : 00 a . m. to 3 1 00 p.m,

The v;riter observed Col orado cottontai l s in easter n Ut ah feeding at stmrise ,
r~oming

cottontails in the Ui ntah Basin were observed f eeding at dusk.
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Ingles (l 41) found the home r ange of females to be about one acre,
and that of males as much o.s 15 a cres.
Extreme unwilli~~ness of those cott ontai ls to run ac r oss large open
areas is sometimes shovm .

!Tear Vernal, a cottontail ran into a clump of

greasewood about 8 feet in di ameter at the edge of a wash with good cover .
Awey- from the wash was a large cle ar area with only a dotting of bushes .
The writer got betvreen t .e rabbit
the c l ump of brush .

the wash to try to frighten it from

It dodged about the brus

l)rotection of the clump of brush .
whereu~on

~.nd

but wouldn 1 t l eave the

Finally the writer tossed a roc

at it ,

the rabbit dashed from the br ush on the same side as the observer

and ran for the cover of the wash.
Cottontails frequently thump l oudly on the ground \nth their hind feet
when very alarmed .

The one mentioned above , , while cornered in the c l ump of

brush, thumped several t imes .

Cottontails cornered in short halos or

crevices were hoard to th=p in a sim le.r :fo.shion.
They are probably s omewhat gregarious, for they often feed in grou s .
]Tear Cedar City in early autumn tv10 \7ere observed lying i n the same fom .

P.;gr.1y rabbits
Py@,-mies are apparently both noc·curnal and diurnal .

r.:uch of their time

during the day is spent lying _in the shade of sage bushes, near their
burrows .

In the Bl ue Spring Hi ll s , they were observed feeding on sage

brush about mid- day .

Evidence of nocturnal activity \7as furnishe d by

numerous fresh t racks i n s now fall s of the preceding evening, and by the
two Pl'gmy rabbits found killed by horned owls .
A characteristic of the PYbffiY is its low scanpcrin£ gait in contrast
to the higher , longer jumps of other rabbits .

Their running spee

is
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probably about 15 miles per hour .

A few, found rmay from their holes

were chased on foot by the writer and c aught after a run of tlvo or three
hundred yards .

After a chase of this distance the rabbit appeared quite

exhausted,
Pygmies occasionally climb into the tops of sage bushes to feed from
them .

\

one was seen to jump i'ram the bush at a height of 15 inches from

the ground, near Ceder City .
Like other rabbits the pygmy has a l oud quavering squeal when
captured.

In addition he sometimes utters a c all

of the pika, but much fainter .

~omewhat

resembling that

When pursued closely, it often utters a

faint squeak of fright .
Pygmy r abbits are sometimes very unsuspicious .
the

w~iter

On several occasions

has been able to approach to within six feet of a rabbit while

it sat at the· mouth of its burrow.
Home range is very small.

During the mnter, track in the vicinity

of holes indicates that the radius of activity was only about 30 yards
from the burrows ,

In the spring, however, with the me lting of the snow

and the beginning of breeding, the radius of activity was lengthened
s omewhat .
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I
Figure 22 ,

Tracks of white- tailed jack rabbit

Figure 23 .

Tracks of pygmy rabbit,

~est

of the

densi~

fibUres in this paper were estimated by means of

strip counts, on which the observer walked through the area as "When hunting, making no attempt to maintain a straight line,

The distance wal ked

was estimated by either counting paces or by keeping time,
rabbits seen and their flushing distances vrore noted.

The number of

Then multiplying

the distance walked by twice the average flushing distance &ave the are?of the strip.

As

no attempt to maintain a straight line of travel was

reade , actual flushing distances, rather than perpendicular to line of
travel, were used,
White- tailed Jack Rabbits
Danai~

figures were obtained by means of strip counts .

These are

tabulated in Table 9,
Table 9,

Density f igures , with respect to
white-tailed jack rabbits

Location and type
sagebrush kiio1ls and ho1im·;s
east of Stra~rberry cservoir
sa~;ebrush plateau, Diamond
'ountain, Uintah County
rolling hills with sparse
cover near -.meat fields at
Clarkston.
J~per and sage benchland
near Altonah, Duchesne Co.

l ocali~

and cover type , of

Total
Rabbits

Rabhts
per acre

5

,05

50

25

.50

11-29-41

207

13

, 06

2-8-46

40

11

.27

Date

Area

7-28- 41

100 acres

8- 3-41

Residents of Altonah stated that white- tails in that area in 1946
were scarcer' than in former years ,

The scarcity was attributed to light

snowf all which did not drive the rabbits out of the mountains, and to a
greater abudance of coyotes than formerly.

- 78 Snowshoe Rabbits
Small areas of favorable cover in Logan Canyon during the winter
appear to support densities of one or two snowshoe r abbits per acre , but
s u ch abundance seems restricted to small areas .
Baker , ,~.' ~· (1922) report that in 1916 near the Cottonwood Nursery
east of Salt Lake City, 15 snowshoes were killed on a strip of dense brush
400 yards long and 50 yards wide,

This is a density of 3 . 7 rabbits per

a cre, and is less than the actual density, because of the escape of a

fevr,

No evidence of extreme fluctuations in nuobers such as occur in

e astern and northern forms was encountered.
Black-tailed Jack Rabbits
Jack rabbits were abundant in Utah even in the early days of pioneer
settlerent.

Palreer (1897) reports that in the fall of 1849 a party of

emigrants on their way from Salt Lake to California encountered a concentration of jack r abbits in Parowan Valley near Little Salt Lake,
they held the first big rabbit hunt of which there is record .

Here

Rabbits

ran in all directions, among the horses and cattle, and under the wagons
so that the teamsters killed same with whips .

Al l guns were put to use ,

and at the end of the hunt, five hundred dead rabbits were counted.
Palmer rep orts further that between 1848 and 1870, rabbits were so abundant
between the Jordan River and Great Salt Lake that during Uovember and
December parties of 4 to 6 hunters would kill 500 in a day .

He states

that betvreen 1885 and 1895, 32 reported hunts were held in the follovring
Utah counties:
Utah, and Wayne ,

Beaver, Box Elder, Garfield, Iron, 11llard, San Fete ,
From 50 to 8000 rabbits >;ere killed on each hunt .

was estimated that over 61, 000 rabbits were killed by such hunts fram
1894 to 1896.

It

- 79 That jack rabbit numbers have not decreased greatly since early days
in unsettled parts of the state is shovm by the results of winter drives
held by sportsmen.

'llhen these drives are we ll organized and properly

c onducted, they approach 100 percent effectiveness .

Hence the number of

rabbits ki lled is a reliable census estimate.
Table 10,

Results of rabbit drives hel d in Box Elder County during the
winter of 1940-41

Location

Date

number of
Hunters

Rabb~ ts

Killed

.Area
Covered

RabbJ. t s
Per Acre

1280 A.
6415

1.56

10 mi . north of
1-12-41
I-!3-4!

200
55

2000
I 5ol'5

1-18- 41

100

1400

800

2-2- 41

200

10000

825

2-23-41
2-5-39

133
85

4000
zMo

320
13(5(5

2.3
1. 75

12.

near
Pro.'llontory

12.5
1.53

*This drive employed 55 c. c. c. boys , unarmed , to drive the rabbits
into the V- shaped wint;s of a trap where they were clubbed to death.
Actually only 150 rabbits were killed due to faulty construction which
allovTed the esca. e of 90 percent.
Densities such as those in Tabl e 9 are not widespread , but apparently
occur in limited areas where the rabbits con.:;regate during the time the
ground is covered deeply with snovT.

With the mo lting of the snow, the

rabbits scatter far and wide .
Drives hold in 1946 in the area west of Snowville were not as effective
due to the small number of hunters participating .

llere , als o, was demon-

strated the spotty distribution of areas of winter c oncentration.

On

February 3, 1946 , a drive was held on l ow ground near the valley bottan
by 50 hunters .

After covering over a mi l e of ground and seeint; no rabbits,

the majority of the h1mters left for home,

Fifteen hunters , hm•ever ,
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proceeded to slightly higher ground three miles west, and ki ll ed ab out
900 rabbits in two or three hours,

Summer densities were estimated by strip counts , and were found to be
generally l ower than densities obtained by drives i n areas of winter c oncentre.tion (Tabl e 11).
Table 11.

Population densities of bl ac - tai l ed jack rabbits during times
of the year when snow is ab sent,

Location and cover
Greasewood and sage brush
wash north of Sevier Lake
Sagebrush, Alter Cree
Reservoir
Ssgebrush and service berry
Upper Grouse Creek
Sagebrush and greasewood
flat 15 mi. lJ . W. of Cedar City
Greasewood and sage f lat adjacent to fields at Trout Creek
Sagebrush valley bottom 2 mi .
north of I:anarraville
Greasewood YTash near Luc~n
(Lower Grouse Creek)
Slope of Atr~plex canescens and
sage , Tab l e Butte, Iron County
Greasewood and sagebrush wash
north west of Sevier Lake
Greasewood , sage , and shadscalo
wash west of Yost.
Sagebrush l5 m~ l es south of
SnovTVille
Sagebrush and Purshia sl ope
ea.st o:f Washakie
Sage and rabb~ thrush hollovr
near to~. Box El der County
Greasewood r~ver botton on
'"uddy River near Hanksville
Sage and purshia hi ll sides
6 mi , west o:f Portage
Sage and greasewood hills
10 mi les west o:f Kel ton
Enplectocladus and Atriplex,
Desert Range Experiment Station
Sagebrush flat 6 miles we st o:f
SnovTVi ll e
Covi llea, ,Joshua tree , Ephedra
in Beaver Dam Wash
Grayia, Ephedra and Tetradymia
Hi lls ide S. o:f Gold Hill

Total
Rabbits

Rabb its
Per Acre

33

1.51

Date

.Area

9- 2- 41

21.8 A.

9- 24- 41

65 . 4

e-21-41

29

9-1 6- 41

53 , 6

33

. 61

0- 25-41

54 . 5

24

. 44

0- 10-41

27 . 3

ll

. 40

8- 22 - 41

33

9

,2 7

9-16-41

25 . 4

- 1- 41

34 . 8

B

. 23

8- 20-41

23 . 5

5

. 21

B- 15-41

18 . 2

4

. 21

B- 14- 4 1

72

15

.20

8- 20-41

54 ,5

B

,14

9- 30-41

73

6

. 08

8-15-41

36

2

.06

8-1 6- 41

131

5

. 04

9- 5- 41

72

3

. 04

8-15-41

36

1

.03

12-29- 40

96

3

, 03

8-2 3- 41

58

. 62

.24

, 03

- 61 Whether or not black-tailed jack rabbits are truly cyclic is not
known, but it is certainly true that their numbers are subject to great
variation from time to time.

Will Parker, rancher at Trout Creek, Juab

County, expressed the belief that jack rabbits are cyclic, with population peaks occurring at five or six year intervals.
1940 was a peak year .

According to him,

A number of reaidents of northern Utah (Ogden and

Lucin) who contend that j ack rabbits are cyclic, state that the peaks
occur at eight year intervals, but concur vnth the opinions of others that
durin[; the winter 1940-41, rabbits were at peak abundance.

The writers

observations are that during 1940-41 rabbits of all species over most of
the stete were much more abundant than during the winter of 1945-46.
)!uttall Cottontails
In Utah , north of Great Salt Lake, Black Hills Cottontail popul ations

of greatest density are distributed as small islands in the sage brush
covered hills and plains .

The primary factor

the location of

deterrr~ning

a dense population is the presence of an outcrop of rocks , usually of
volcanic origin.

In one such area Y/est of Snor:ville, not exceeding 3 or

4 acres, nine cottontails were shot and several more seen in a half hour,
Population densities of other areas are given in Table 12,
Table 12.

Population densities of Bl ack Hi lls Cottontails

Location and cover
Sagebrush, greasevrood
Grayia hillside among
boulders 10 mi . wes t Kelton
SaGe, grayia, rabb~ tbrush
hi llside 15 mi . v1est Snowville among boulders
Basalt boulders, sage,
purshia !orth Promontory
Rabb~tbrush and sage
near lynn

Rabbits

Rabbits
Per Acre

. 41 A

4

9. 8

4-7-46

2

12

8-15-41

6 .5

Date

Area

8-16-41

8-20-41

22

6

3

. 43

7

.32

- 82 Audubon Cottontails
In the Uintah Basin strip counts w·ere empl oyed in large expanses of
greasewood flat .

Along many narrcrwwashes , hmvever , total counts were

applied with what are be l ieved to be accurate resul ts .
A visit to the Uintah Basin in February, 1946, shewed cottontails to
be scarcer then in 1941 .

Residents of Jensen were of the opinion that

~-

increase in coyotes wcs the causative factor .
Table 13 .

Population densities of Vfyoming Cottontails

Location and Cover
Greasevrood •rash 5 m l7est
of Duchesne
Greasewood wash 5 m west
of Duchesne
Agrl.oui tural l ands 6 ml.
s. E. of Vernal
Greasewood and sal t bush wash
east of Vernal
Gree.sevrood flat D1.nosaur
Eational :onument
Greasewood and silt bush wash
Ee.st of Vernal
Greasewood e.nd sSlt bush wash
East of Vernal
Greasewood f l at D1.nosaur
;·ational '•onument
Greasewood wash
10 mi . s. E. vernal
Greasewood and salt bush wash
3 mi. East Ver nal

Date

Area

7- 31- 4.1

77 . 8 A

7- 30-41

22 . 4

8- 4- 41

32
3. 3

B- 5- 41
8-5- 41

39

Rabbits

Ra l. s
Per Acre

15

. 20
. 40

18

. 56

3

. 90

36

. 92

6- 5- 41

1. 9

2

1.0

8- 5- 41

1. 6

3

1. 9

8-5- 41

4. 9

12

2. 4

8-6- 41

14. 4

74

5. 2

8- 3- 41

3. 7

36

9. 7

Audubon cottontails in we s tern Utah vrere most mnnerous in small
rocky canyons or washes and on rocky hi l lsides .

on such areas , population

density was frequent l y high (Table 14).
Tabl e 14 .

Popul ation densities of Audubon Cottontai l s in western Utah

Location and cover
30 mi . north Cedar Sage ,
rabbi tbrush, grass covered
hi ll s

Date

;.rea

9- 6- 41

1. 0

Total
Rabbits

Rabbl.ts
Per Acre

6

6. 0

- 83 Tabl e 14 (c ontinued)
Locati on and c over
Ylest of Sen er Lake, Atripl ex
wash
Sage and atr ipl ex near
bo.sal t outorop:_)ing s Table
Butte, Escal ant e Desert
J.tn p l cx, rabb1. tbrush
Tetradynia wash 17est of
Sevier Lake
Atrip l ex, rabbitbrush
Tetradymia was h west of
Sevier Lake
Greo.sewood aild sage fl a.t
near Trout Creek
Greasewood and sage near
lavatoutcrops Cl ear Lake
Sa:;c snd greasewood we.sh
north of Sevier Lake
Greasewoo and oege near
lava outcrop Cl ear Lake

Date

Area

Tot 8l
Rabbits

Rabbl ts
Per Acre

9-3-41

1. 8

7

3,9

9-16-41

2.2

7

3,2

9- 4- 41

1. 7

4

2. 3

9- 4- 41

1. 9

3

1.6

8- 25- 41

4. 4

8-28-41

17. 5

10

.6

9- 2- 41

8. 5

4

. 47

2- 30- 41

.7

,2 8

21. 4

Strip counts 1ver e applied to Col orado Cottontails in eastern Utah
(T •.blc 15 ).
were

~ost

Tabl e 1 5.

Like Audubon Cottontai l s ir.. 1-restern Utah , Colorado Cottontai l s

numerous in rocky we.shes and c anyons .
Popul ation densities of Col orad o Cottontai ls

Locati on and cover
Ephedr a vras h
i~abbi tbrus
20 mi. north' of He.nl::svi lle
Se.l t brus and Greascvrood
flat 20 mi. south ce s t Pri ce

Date

Area

Rabbits

10-1-41

7. 3

9

10- 2- 41

36 . 3

20

Ra i s
Per Acre

1.2
, 53

Pyf71 Re.bbi ts
In small arees of favorab l e he.bi tat, these r abbi ts are often qui t e

nuner ous, but be c ause of inconspic uous appearance and habits , they are
often ovorl ooced.

On Se,tembcr 10, 1941, an area 200 yar s square l ying

about 3 miles southwest I.:ar i l tons Fort on whic.
was s,ol,ectvd for counti!l£ .

Yt;-"'Y burr ows were c=on

The Vl!"iter wall:ed through this area in an
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ordinary manner first , and no pygmies were seen.

Then by walking back

and forth thru the area on strips 20 yards apart , 6 pygmies were seen,
and 14 burrovr systems counted.
be a density of . 75 per acre .

On the basis of rabbits sean, this would
Ass\Dning that some were in burrows , and

that there is on the average about one per burrow which has been the
winters exp erience frOill excavating a number of than , there vrould be a
dens i ty of 1.75 per acre .

On another i'avcrable area, along the enst side

of Quitchip ah Lake about 8 miles southwest of Cedar City, using the strip
count, the vrri ter counted 7 pygmies in an hour, and estil::!ated the density
per acre at about 3.5 rabbits .
In the winter of 1946, pygmies appeared scarcer than in 1941 .
Several areas where these rabbits were common in 1941 were found to have
none occupying them in 1946 .

/

MORTALITY

White-tailed Jack Rabbit
llo case of predation was found, but coyotes,

fo~es,

bobcats and

eagles probably take a toll ,

A golden eagle was observed chasing a

white- tail in the Blue Spring

~lls,

but the rabbit dodged about so in

the clumps of Purshia and sage , that the eagle, outmaneuvered, gave up
the chase .

Orr (1940) reports one in the Sierras ki lled by a pair of rex

foxes.
:Jo evidence of disease was found among then .
Parasites:
and sent to the

A nU!ilber of tapeworms ,

u.

S. Bureau of'

P~imal

nema-~odes,

and ticks, were collected

Industry for identification.

Unfortu-

nately, due to priority work imposed by the war , these identifications have
not yet been made ,
These rabbits are often subject to infestation by te.p61vorm larvae
which form huge watery cysts in the tissues end body cavity .

A large

female collected in the Uintah Basin contained in the body cavity four
such cysts which exceeded the viscera in volume and probably added well
over a pound to the •·mig t of the animal .

Otherwise the rabbit was in

good shape and apparently not handicapped by its extra burden .

A speci-

men from Strawberry Valley was infested vr.i th cysts in the body cavity ,
thigh and in the right eye which was apparently blind due to the cyst .
Other parasites were adult

ta~eworms

from the small intestines ;

nematodes from the caecum; ticks found in the fur and attached about the
head and ears ; and a few fleas,

Snovrshoe Rabbit
Uo evidence of predation or disease vras found .
from the few specimens obtained were:

Pare.si tes collected

tapeworms from the small intestines

- 86and nematodes from the large intestine ,
from Idaho blinded by

tic~s

Davis (1939) reports n specimen

attached to the eye-lids , •

Black-tailed Jack Rabbit
These are heavily preyed u on by coyotes , hawks , golden eagles and
horned owls ,

Table 16 fro·o Gaufin' s (1939) report in southeastern Idaho

sho'\'ls the incidence of predation upon _:various rabbit s. ecies ,
A golden eagle in the Blue Spring Hills was noted to unsuccessfully
pUrsue a black-tai l jack rabbit which escaped by dodging around a bush
until the eaglo abandoned its pursuit.
Table 16 .

Frequency of occurrence of rabbits in coyote droppings and
raptore pellets
No . Samples Cont~n~ng
Black-tail
Total Samples
Nutt&li
Pygmy
Droppings or Pellets Rabbit
Jack Rabbit
Cottontail

Fredator
Coyote

365

30

107

128

Swainsons Ha>fk

293

32

19

42

Gol den Eagle

70

8

21

25

Prairie Falcon

13

3

Short eared ()I'll

60

14

11

24

l:arsh H wk

31

1

Burrowing OWl

16

1

3

1

109

21

Red- tai l
Undetermined

Litt l e evidence of disease was noted ,

1

1

6

One specimen from near Cedar

City was very weak and died within an hour nfter being found.
the

u. s.

11

Autopsy by

A. C. Veterinary Department disclosed acute gastrites as tbe

probable cause of death .
Severe epizootics emong black-tailed jacl:s no doubt occur at times .
References to such occurrences are common in literature, and several
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persons were heard to report them,

The cause of these dise ses has not

b en definitely deternined,
Parosites include ticks, tapeworrs, cysticerci , adult tapcvrorms ,
nematodes , fleas , and Cuterebra larvae .
Nuttall Cottontails
One case of weasel predation was discovered .

Tracks in the snmv east

of Lo&an showed where the weasel had overtaken the rabbit an

leaped on it .

Tr.e weasel had been shaken off the first ti.'T!e but poun'Ced on the rabbit
again within two yards and af'ter a brief struggle had ki ll ed it , drngged
it into a snow tunnel under the bank of e. canal and eaten a portion of its
head and neck,
Instances of coyote pr edation were found in the Bl ue Spring Hi ll s and
on the mountains eas t of Cedar City.

In these cases everythiilb vras con-

sumed leaving only tracks, hair and blood on the snow to tell the story.
lie.vrks and owl s take e. nwber of cottontails .

A ::arsh hstk we.s seen

to chase a cottontail on sage and juniper covered hil l s west of Cedar ,
The rabbit eluded it by dodginG around the junipers.
no evidence of disease ViaS noted.

Parasites are fleas , which at

times infest these cottontails vory heavily; Cuterebr a l exvae ; tapeworm
cysticerci ; adult tapeworms , nematodes and ticf"s ,
J.udubon Cottontails
Cases of coyote e.nd hawk predation were noted in the Uintnh Basin.
Diseased conditions observed during the late sunner in the Uintah
Basin were :

resence of pus- fillod no ules in the

~e.ry

glands of one

female; running abscesses and sloughing of the huir and skin on the head
of one specimen; and pus - filled boils on the back.

Cary (1911) states

isure 24.

iGure 25.

Cottontail killed by coyote, only cair and blood renaining .
Vicinity of Altona.\ , eb . , 1916 .

Py~ rabbit with bot fly lc.rva ambedded belar1 eye .
Vicinity of Cedar City , Sept ., 1938 .
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that in 1906 a severe epizootic occurred among wyoming Cottontai ls in
northwestern Colorado, followill£ the previous yeer 1 s peak of abundance ,
and gre et!- reduced their nUMbers .
Parasites included:

fleas, Cuterebra warbles; tapewonn cysticerci,

adul t tapewoms , ticks , and nematodes.

P.Jgmy Rabbits
Weasels are no doubt the principal enemy of these rabbits, being abl e
to fo llow them into burrows .
City .

Four recent ki lls were found near Cedar

In all cases the dead rabbits were inside burrows, and were

completely consumed except for the feet , pieces of skin and fur, and contents of the digestive tract .

.After the kill, the weasel apparently

stays in the vicinity and revisits the corpse until it is entirely eaten .
Usually an aCCUli!Ulation of weasel dung is found near the renains .
burrow was found the recent remains of tl•ro rabbits .

In one

The weasel had used

the rabbit 1 s fur to make a nest in a chamber of the burrow, and had
apparently occupied it for some time, for the hair was packed so as to
resemble felt.

In a c amber about 3 feet removed from the nest was an

accUill.ulation of about a quart of v1easel dung.

!'any old remains of

rabbits were found in other burrows excavated, and were c = only seen in
the debris and earth evicted by the pygmie s in c l eaning out their

urrows .

A pygcy found in the Blue Spring Hi lls had been killed out in the
open by a rreasel and then dragged about a quarter of a mi le to a hole
before being partial ly eaten.
One coyote kill near ths mouth of a burrow YTas discovered ,
thing including most of the :1a.ir had been eaten .

Every-

Data in Table 16

indicates that mortality due to coyotes is considerable.

- so Tvfo kills b

horned owls were found, both in nests of these birds ,

A number of parasites '·ere obtained

an~

identi:'ied.

Lot fly larvae

of tile .;anus Cuterebrr commonly infested rabbits near Cedar Ci -b; in
~bout

.ugust end September , 1 939 .

alf the r abbits examined during these

tvfO months were infested with fron one to six lervae of various

s~zeo .

The grubs atte.in full size at 30 ron. length and 15 nn. dia;.eter .

They

then leave t. e rabbit to pupate in the ground,
Flo s of the species Cediopsylla ine.equalis are ::>resent on all specimens at all times of the year.

On some rabbits they are so e.bundant that

as they cre•·;l t u·cugh the hair , it moves 'I'Ti t
these :'lees line

t~e ed~os

a wavinG notion.

,.t tilros

of the ears so thic' ly that the skin c annot

be seon.
In tho spring and Sur'llller, the larv(l.l) of a mute , Tromb4cula, ora!lge
in color, attecr thEnselves to t o rabbits.

On portions -of the body vrhere

the hair is sparse such as the scrotum , belly and lafler parts of legs
they are often so abundant as to fern orange patches on the skin.
Several species of

t~cks

were found infesting pyg;ny rahbi.ts .

These

include :
Dermacentor parumapterus found in the sunrner attached to the ears or
head and en.;or.;ed tremendously with blood.
Haenaphysalis leporis-palustris found as small tic ·s craWlillb in the
fur in late sunner end -.;inter .
crni t odors sp . (nynphs), found in the ear of rttbbits froo Idaho in
·arch ,
ro tapevrorms , either larval or adult uere found in the s.-ec mens
examined .

Eo•Tever , the following ne!:lato es 'I'Tere collected from the

digestive tract:

- 91 Dermatox:/s veligera, a nematode about one :nch long found in small
numbers in the l arge intestine .
lie:c~atodirus

sp ., long, extremely slender newatodes found in tangl ed

masses in t e smal l intestine ,

ECO!!OU C :r::FORT.hllCE

Snowshoe Rabbit
In utah , snowshoe rabbits are not sui'ficientl y abundant to be of any

importance for meat or fur .

In areas of coniferous forest, however, they

are numerous enough to damage forest reproduction.
report damage to the native conifers:

Baker

~·

al . (1922)

Douglas fir, alpine fir , white

fir, Engelman spruce, limber pine and blue spruce on the Wasatch and
Manti National Forests ,

The follovQng species introduced to those areas

were also subject to rabbit damage :

ponderosa pine, lodgepole, Jeffrey

pine, jack pine, western white pine, !1or:vray spruce , Austri an pine and
Scotch pine .

Daw.age consisted principally of rabbits clipping the leeders

of young trees thus retarding grovrth and giving the tree a bushy shape .
Trees up to 8 feet in height were damaged .
to reach this height .

Deep snow enable.s the rp.bbi ts

It was found th•t r abbit-injured trees sui'fered a

higher mortality than uninjured trees .
Jack Rabbits
Before the white man became well-established in Utah, the Fiute
Indians drew heavily upon the jac

r abbit population for food and clothing ,

lloer Cedar City, they used to assemble to take
November .

~art

in a big hunt each

Thousands of rabbits were killed for their flesh and skins

(Palmer 1897) .

The Favajos and Piutes of the Kaibab Plateau used to

depend upon jack rabbits for food to a much greater extent than upon deer
or other animals (Rasmussen 1941 ) .

The tribes of the Great Basin used

jac • rabbit skins for robes which were used as a clo ak in the day ahd
bed at night .
Palmer (1897) points out that jac· rabbits are used as food to a
greater extent than is generally realized .

During the winter of 1694-95,

- 93 approximately 500,000 jack rabbits were sold for food in the markets of
the larger cities including Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Denver ,
Chicaco, 1 ew Orleans , St. Paul, St. Louis, Boston, Hew Yor
D.

c.

and Vfashington

At that time rabbit carcasses sold on the market at prices runging

from 75,1 to 03 ,00 per dozen, whol esale, and e.s high as 75,t to $1.00 each
retail, in New York City.
Grinnell et . al . (1930) report several thousand rabbits shipped
weekly from Ravendale , California to San Francisco in 1925.

They brought

prices of from e3 . 00 to $3 . 50 per dozen.
The skins are too weak to be used for furs but the hair of both
black-tailed and white-tailed jacks is sui table for felting .

Whitlow

and Hall (1933) report:
According to a news item in the Salt Lake Tribune for
April 8, 1929:
Wore than a half million black- tailed jack rebbi t skins
were sold to hatters in the east by Idaho rabbit-catchers
during the past season. T· B. ~urray, director for Idaho of
the rodent control division of the United States Biological
Survey reports.
From these $65,000 was received, the price per s ·in
averaging 13 cents .•
The sale of white - tailed jack re.bbit skins to r atters , and carcasses
to fur farmers bring about $100 ,000 annually in North Dakote..

Here skins

sold for about $1.60 per l b . in 1929 and 25¢ per lb. in 1939 .

About

1,000,000 skins are marketed annually (Saugstad 1939).
The meat of a ll rabbits occurring in Utah is very palatable, but
due chiefly to prejudice is not utilized as fully as it could be.

The

fear of contracting tularemia no doubt also deters many peop le from
eating rabbit .

This fear has some basis in fact for in 1939 , there were

2, 200 cases of tul aremia •vith 160 deaths in the United States.

Over
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ninety percent of these oases were contracted

~

handling rabbits.

However,

studies in southern Illinois demonstrated that after the onset of freezing
weather the incidence of tularemia was decreased fram as high as 15 per
100,000 population to one per 100,000.

The disease is carried by ticks,

which leave the rabbits and hibernate in the fall,

Infected rabbits die

off, consequently tularemia incidence during the winter in a cold climate
is very law or absent.

Rabbits can be safely handled until the ticks

emerge fran hibernation in the spring and re-infeot the rabbits.
indication of tularemia was found in any of the rabbits

No

examined~

the

writer during all seasons of the year,
Jack rabbits, black tails especially, are frequently serious range
pests.

Vorhies and Taylor in southern arizona worked out a set of forage

consumption equivalents between jack rabbits and livestock.

On the basis

of total forage consumption the estimated that about 12 jack rabbits (Lepus
oalifornicus) are equivalent to one aheep, and 60 to one cow,
allowing for plants eaten by rabbits and

not~

However,

atock, they concluded that

under range conditions, 30 rabbits are equivalent to one sheep and 148, to
one cow.

These figures probably would not be applicable to Utah ranges

because of the different plant species present, with different palatabilities.
Estimates of

forage consumption by rabbits based only on amounts actually

eaten are low, owing to the wasteful feeding habits.

Feeding rabbits olip

off long stems or l eaves in rapid succession eating only a fraction of each
before dropping it and clipping off another.
probably exceeds that eaten.

Therefore forage wasted

This should be considered in estimating forage

consumption.
Observations

~

the writer in the area west of SnOWYille indicate a

very heavy winter utilization of plants by jack rabbits.

By

early spring
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in areas of winter concentration of jack rabbits, grasses, salt bushes, and
sage and greasewood reproduction were commonly eaten down to the crowns o£
the ple.nts.

This area in carmnon with most of the semi-desert areas o£

western Utah is used extensively as a cattle range and a winter range £or
sheep.
In cultivated areas both jack rabbits and cottontails me:y damage crops.
In the Uintah Basin, the writer observed grain patches bordered with a

strip about 10 yards wide where white-tailed jack rabbits and Wyoming cottontails had eaten the grain down to within e. few inches of the ground.

They

had also made numerous trails which criss-crossed in all directions through
the patch.

Residents of Altonah stated that in winters o£ heavY snows,

white-tailed jack rabbits descended from the sage and juniper covered
foot hills i nto the cultivated areas in great numbers to £eed £rom he:ystacks.

The stacks would o£ten be undermined £or distance o£ two £eet,

giving thl!lll e. "mushroom" appearance.
Will Parker rancher at Trout Creek, Juab County states that black tail
jack rabbits there do considerable damage to crops and come into haystacks
in large numbers in the winter.
Damage to crops in the early days must have been great.
1667

w.

In February

G. Nawers wrote concerning damage wrought by black-tailed jack

rabbits in Beaver County, Utah (Palmer 1697).
At times its ravages are enormous; sweeping down from the
bench lands and sage plains in myriads it devours entire £ields
of cereals. Last year in this and adjoining counties on either
side its depredations amounted to several thousand dollars.
Last year some farmers in this county lost their entire crop o£
sme.J.l grain from this source alone. At Minersville, not more
than one-third o£ the crop wa.s harvested; at Adamsville nearly
the total crop was taken; at Greenville one-hal£ o£ the crop
was destroyed, and here (aeaver) about the same. This is also e.
£air representation o£ the ravages in Iron County south o£ us.
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Damage was done to alfalfa, melons, oabbage, carrots, cotton, sweet
potato vines, young grain, grape vines, and orohard trees.

Vaughn Madsen

reports an entire patoh of beans at Annabella, Sevier Count,r, destroyed by
these rabbits.
Cottontails
Cottontails, at times beoome sufficiently numerous to constitute range
posts.

Cary

(1911) reports that in 1907 near Bluff, San Juan County,

Colorado cottontails were at maximum abudance and had eaten off all the
range grasses by June.

Orchards are occasionally damaged during the winter

by cottontails gnawing the bark of young trees.
In many states, cottontails are very important as game animals.

In

Utah however it has not been considered feasible to pass legislation

controlling their hunting.

up to the present, hunting restri ctions probably

have not been desirable inasmuch as cottontails have held their crrm against
the relatively few hunters.

As population increases and more people hunt

them, however, legislation protecting cottontails may become necessary.

That

Utah sportsmen are becoming interested in the game possibilities of cottontails is indicated by the fact that

m~

of them are willing to go consider-

able lengths in order to hunt them and to improve hunting.

Henry Slaugh,

of Vernal, states that in the Uintah Basin during the winter months hunters
frequently oome from as far e.way as Salt Lake City to shoot cottontails.
In an effort to improve cottontail shooting near Salt Lake, the sportsmen

1/"

of that area introduced several pairs of the Nebraska cottontail in 1937.
In 1941 the writer checked the area at the mouth of Parleys canyon near the
t

golf course, one of the areas in which these cottontails had been tiberated.
Evidence of their having established themselves was found.

MANAGEI.IENT
In Utah at

the present time the management of rabbits, is chiefly a

problem. in limiting numbers to reduce agricultural range and forest demaga.
Snowshoe rabbits, where numerous enough to cause damage to forest production,
may be poisoned (Baker et. al. 1922).
Great numbers of black-tailed jack rabbits in western utah are shot
during winter drives, which although expensive in total amount of ammunition
used, are not costly to any agency or group since the hunters participating
do so chiefly for sport, and furnish their own ammunition.

Control measures

by certain agencies, as the Grazing Service and Fish and Wildli£e Services,
have been most successfully

accomplished~

poisoning with alfalfa baits.

For protecting a relatively small area, fencing is effective against
jack rabbits.

Palmer {1897) and Vorhies and Taylor (1933) report that a

fence of two and one-hal£ feet in height is sufficient to exclude blacktailed jack rabbits.
Much can probably be said on both sides for the advisability of permitting the increase of coyotes and other predators in order to control rabbits
and rodents.

To do this it would be necessary to determine whether or not

the damage done to domestic and game would outweigh the benefits derived
from the increased predation on rabbits and rodents.
If cottontails should attain importance in this state as game animals,

it would of course be advisable to initiate management measures to insure
continued good hunting.

In areas where agricultural damage may result from

their increase, the question as whether or not the benefits of the presence
of rabbits would more than compensate for the damage to crops should be
considered.

The hunting season for cottontails would best be set during

late fall or winter months to permit the rabbits unmolested breeding seasons,
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tularemia,

Also re.bbits are fatter e.nd in better shape during le.te fall

e.nd winter than in other see.sons.
If' it be deemed advisable to propage.te cottontails to supplement

natural increase, such a prope.gation program would be feasible,

Dice (1929)

and others have found it practicable to artificially propagate cottontails
in the ea..st.
Until the time, t hen, llhen popular demand for rabbits aa game e.nimals
becomes more persistent, and the need for me.intaining or building up their
numbers arises, the policy of management need be to out down numbers when
necessary to curtail damage,

Otherwise they should and probably will be

unmolested except for the boys with 22 rifles, and the occasional hunter
or group of hunters at times of the year when other hunting seasons are
closed,

Against such agencies of' morte.lity, e.ll native species of rabbits

in Utah with their high reproductive potential are well able to hold their
own,

SUMMARY

1.

Within the borders of Utah are 6 native species of rabbits, 10 subspecies, and 1 introduced species.

2.

Rabbits of one or more species are present in all life zones and in
most habitats of the state.

5.

Known distributions of the Snowshoe rabbit, Audubon cottontail, and

pygmy rabbit have been considerably extended in Utah as a result of
these studi es.
4.

Habitat requirements of the different species and the ability of
different forms to adapt themselves to a variety of habitats, differs
widely.

The pygmy rabbit is the most restricted in habitat while black-

tailed and white-tailed jaok rabbits are the most versatile.
5.

Hares use forms chiefly as shelter when adult, while the young comnonly
use holes.

6.

Adult cottontails and pygmy rabbits commonly use holes.

The pygmy rabbit is apparently the only Utah rabbit 'llhich camnonly digs
burrows.

7.

The food of all rabbit species is almost exclusively vegetation, with
grass and forbs predominati ng in spr i ng, summer or fall, and with browse
predominating in winter.

Sagebrush is eaten to a greater extent by

the pygmy rabbit than by other species.
8.

The height of the breeding season is in the spring.

Black-tailed jack

rabbits are the earliest breeders, beginning in January.
all species is generally terminated by August.

Breeding for

Dates of breeding vary

with altitude and to a lesser degree with the latitude.
9.

All Utah rabbit species are somewhat similar in actions and habits.
Time of activity is much the same for all.

The greatest activity

occurs from late afternoon, through the night and early morning.
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Hame range varies from

an acre or two for pyt;rry rabbits and cotton-

tails to many square miles for jack rabbits,
11,

The running speed of rabbits varies from about 15 miles per hour for
the

12,

py~

rabbit to 40 miles per hour for the white-tailed jack rabbit.

Rabbit populations are extremely variable.

Between a.reo.s there may be

a contrast of four or five per square mile to 12 per acre,

Indications

of cyclic behavior of populations exist.
13,

All rabbits are subject to numerous predators, parasites and diseases,
Evidence was obtained that epizootics sometimes follow extremely high
population peaks and greatly reduce existing populations,

14,

Rabbits are important in utah chiefly

all

range and agricultural pests.

Hunting for sport, meat, and skins is widespread.
15,

Management measures consist principally of reduction of numbers to
decrease crop and forage damage,
gellle animals,

Cottontails are potentially important
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